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Financial Secretary
312-287-4915

Skip the line, sign up online to attend
this event! www.chiefengineer.org

DIRECTORS

THE

BAR SPONSOR:

Guaranteed R ate Field | 333 W 35th St, Chicago, IL 60616 | Ter race Suite
Giving Season! The Chief Engineers Association will be collecting monetar y donations
at this event to donate to a designated charity near and dear to our members. All
contributions at the door will be donated to those in need. Please consider making a
donation on your way in to the event! The CEAC greatly appreciates your suppor t!

Call the office to sign-up (708) 293 -1720 or
E-mail Alex Boerner at aboerner@chiefengineer.org
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I hope that everyone enjoyed
their Thanksgiving holiday and
had their fill of turkey, stuffing
and all of the good stuff with
family, friends and loved ones.
As I close out my term as
president of this organization, I
am reminded of the importance
we have as chief engineers.
Every year about this time, we
are on the front lines of the
battle against the cold and harsh
conditions for literally millions of
people in the facilities we serve.
We are the ones who operate
and do the maintenance on our
heating systems, check safeties, look for damage to our heat exchangers,
examine water pressure gauges, manage energy use and monitor our
systems throughout the entire season.
Because of the importance of our role as chief engineers, and
our likewise importance of employing best practices, it’s hard to
overestimate how vital our organization is to the region and its
economy. This is why I have been so honored to not only be a part of
it, but to have been president of the Chief Engineers for the last two
years. I am happy to say that over the last two years, we have continued
to grow as a group, and that we are starting to see more of the next
generation of chiefs join us at our monthly meetings, which gives me
the confidence to say that as the CEAC continues to grow well into its
second century, it will be in good hands in the future.
As I step down and make way for Tom Phillips to take the helm, I would
like to thank those on the board for their support over the last two
years, as well as to the entire membership for making this the vibrant
and worthwhile organization it is. I would like to once more thank all of
our event sponsors for their continued support of our monthly meetings
and outings. Without you, they couldn’t be what they are, nor would
this association be as dynamic as it is. I’d also like to remind our chiefs
to reach out to our Associate member vendors when you require their
services. They’re the best in the business, and they will be happy to assist
you in completing whatever task you need accomplished.
The annual holiday event will take place Wednesday, Dec. 11th, at
Guaranteed Rate Field. This is a new location for us, and we hope to see
as many of you there as possible to be part of the festive spirit.
Sincerely,

Robert Jones
Warden
773-407-5111
James Cacciottolo
Trustee
312-307-4333

Dan Carey
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In Brief
Plant to Extract CBD Oil From Hemp
Coming to Central Indiana

WESTFIELD, Ind. (AP) — A $24 million hemp-processing
plant that will specialize in extracting CBD oil from
Indiana-grown hemp is coming to suburban Indianapolis.
BDX-Indiana says its plant will be located inside an existing building in Westfield, just north of Indianapolis.
The company is a sister company of Indianapolis-based
Biodynamic Ventures, which bills itself as Indiana’s
largest hemp grower.
The companies expect the project to become one of
the nation’s biggest extraction operations for cannabidiol, or CBD oil, and create more than 40 jobs.
CBD oil is a compound derived from hemp and marijuana that doesn’t cause a high but which many people see as a way to better health.
The Indianapolis Business Journal reports BDX-Indiana
has partnered with Portland, Oregon-based Zelios,
a large-scale extractor, producer, processor and bulk
distributor of hemp-derived CBD oil.

Medical Device Facility to Bring 450
Jobs to Indiana

WESTFIELD, Ind. (AP) — Health care company Abbott
is planning a $37 million medical device production
facility in central Indiana.

The Indianapolis Star recently reported that 450 jobs
are expected to be created at the 120,000-square-foot
(11,148-square-meter) facility in Westfield’s NorthPoint
Industrial Park.
Construction is to begin later this year, with operations
expected to start by the end of 2021.
Indiana’s Economic Development Corp. has offered
Abbott up to $3.5 million in conditional tax credits and
up to $1 million in training grants. Westfield is providing a 10-year property tax abatement.
Westfield Mayor Andy Cook says the city has “worked
hard to attract diverse businesses” and “the addition
of a Fortune 500 health care company, like Abbott, is
a big win not only for Westfield but for the state of
Indiana.”
6
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Alaska Road Project to Start in 2020,
Including Largest Bridge

crossing under the highway. It will be 30-40 feet east
of the current crossing.

KENAI, Alaska (AP) — The Department of Transportation plans to begin a project in 2020 to reroute the
Sterling Highway and construct what would be Alaska’s largest bridge, officials said.

After traffic is routed onto the new bridge, crews will
conduct salvage and demolition of the old crossing.
Any other work will be finalized for 2021 contractual
deadline. The cost of the bridge project is $34 million.

The Sterling Highway MP 45-60 Project will include
installation of the bridge running across Juneau Creek
Canyon and a new pullout for traffic east of Juneau
Creek, The Peninsula Clarion reported.

The Transportation Department’s traffic count shows
that 4,200 vehicles come though the bridge corridor
daily. U.S. 85 is a major artery for heavy oilfield traffic.

The main priorities are to have meaningful construction completed by the end of 2020 and to open the
road to traffic by 2025, according to project managers.

“We have just an unbelievable number of oversize,
overweight loads that hit 85,” said Sen. Dale Pattern,
R-Watford City. His legislative district is bisected by the
highway.

Transportation department officials and representatives of engineering firm HDR Alaska spoke with
Cooper Landing residents to discuss details of the plan,
which is also known as the Cooper Landing Bypass
Project and the Juneau Creek Alternative.
The route north of Cooper Landing was one of four
possibilities discussed in an Environmental Impact
Statement for the plan, officials said.
Design of the west end is expected to be completed
by the fall of 2020, while design for the east end has
a projected completion date of spring 2021, officials
said.

North Dakota Bridge Project
Progresses Amid Funding Concerns

BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — Construction is moving along
on a North Dakota bridge, while future funding remains unclear for the rest of an expansion of U.S. 85
expansion through the heart of the state’s oil patch.
Project manager Mike Fanelli said the 2.2-mile segment of the Long X Bridge project should be about
half done this season with half the earthwork done
and all substructures in place. It’s the only segment of
the estimated $479 million, 62-mile expansion of U.S.
85 to yet take shape.
“We are going as long as conditions permit,” Fanelli
said.
The bridge will replace the narrow two-lane bridge
and realign the roadway over a four-lane, open-deck
bridge to be opened to traffic in fall 2020, the Bismarck Tribune reported. It will also include a wildlife

FEMA Teams Assessing Storm Damage
in Vermont
WATERBURY, Vt. (AP) — The Federal Emergency Management Agency is in Vermont assessing flood and
wind damage from a recent storm.

Vermont Emergency Management Director Erica Bornemann requested the preliminary damage assessment
to determine if the state qualifies for a federal major
disaster declaration following the Nov. 1 storm.
Starting Nov. 5, FEMA and state teams began visiting
communities in Addison, Chittenden, Franklin, Lamoille, Orange, Orleans and Washington counties.
Vermont officials say they’ve initially identified more
than $3 million in damages to public infrastructure
around the state.
To qualify for a declaration, Vermont must show at
least $1 million in response and public infrastructure
recovery costs.

The website provides information on blue-green algae
blooms and red tide, as well as providing information
on key environmental projects.
The portal currently provides water quality status for
three of south Florida’s major bodies, including Lake
Okeechobee. But state officials say they are working to
expand the tool across the state.
Since taking office in January, DeSantis has been attempting to burnish his environmental credentials and
has pushed for more funding to restore the Everglades
and improve water quality.

Bradley University Marks First Phase of
$100 Million Center
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — Officials at Bradley University are
marking the first phase of a $100 million new business
and engineering building.
The (Peoria) Journal Star reports university officials
dedicated the building in an Oct. 29 ceremony. Hundreds attended. Officials say the building’s design will
allow students to better collaborate with an open
atrium and wide hallways.
Crews are still putting the final touches on the
270,000-square-foot Business and Engineering Convergence Center. Faculty and staff are still moving in.
Classes will start within a few weeks.
The building will have 200 offices, dozens of classrooms and over 40 specialized labs.
Work is yet to begin on the second phase, which will
include the building’s final wing and require demolition of the old engineer building.
The building is being paid for in part with private
donations.

Florida Officials Unveil Website to
Monitor Water Quality

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Florida officials are rolling
out a new online dashboard that allows the public to
get a snapshot of water quality in the state’s major
lakes and waterways.
Gov. Ron DeSantis announced the new website, protectingfloridatogether.gov, during a visit to an aquatic
park in South Florida Nov. 5.
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NEWS
Chicago Group Wants to Save Power
Plant Facing Wrecking Ball
CHICAGO (AP) — A Chicago preservation group is struggling
to find a developer to save a historical coal-fired power plant
the owner says is deteriorating and presents safety concerns.
Preservation Chicago is making its last attempt to prevent
the demolition of Union Station Power House, which sits
along the Illinois River in the South Loop. The power plant
was built in the 1930s to supply the massive amount of energy needed to run Union Station and its surrounding infrastructure. The Amtrak-owned plant closed in 2011 when that
power was no longer needed.
“We’re still hoping to find a developer that can reuse it and
to get the city involved,” said Ward Miller, who heads the
preservation group. “We want more opportunity to have
(the public’s) voices to be heard and determine if there is a
way to avoid demolition.”

Last year, Amtrak unsuccessfully solicited proposals for how
the structure should be reused.
Miller acknowledged the project’s difficulty. But he’s hopeful
that someone with the ambition and a creative set of eyes
might find interesting ways to repurpose some of the building’s industrial elements.
“We understand this undertaking is a Herculean task,” Miller
said.
Preservation Chicago worked with other groups to revitalize
the old Cook County Hospital, Old Main Post Office and, with
the cooperation of Amtrak, improvements to Union Station.
“This could be another great example,” Miller said. “We only
have a handful of these old railroad buildings left.”

Miller told the Chicago Sun-Times in October that the power
house is an example of the city’s industrial roots and a monument to its history as a transporter of people and freight.
Amtrak spokesman Marc Magliari said that although the
company hasn’t made its final decision on what to do with
the building, the structure is deteriorating rather quickly and
has safety issues.
He noted that Amtrak has made significant progress in planning for the demolition, but because preservationists have
expressed an interest to reusing the structure, the company
is open to preservation proposals, though there have been
none.
“Despite considerable effort by Amtrak and our consultant
— including multiple extensions of the deadline — no proposals were received,” Magliari said.

Complete Cooling Tower Repair and Rebuild Services
■ Maintenance Programs

■ Factory Trained Technicians

■ Replacements Parts

■ Seasonal Tower Start- Up
and Shut Down Services

■ Tower Upgrades
■ Local Parts Inventory
■ Vibration Isolation Products
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■ Eaton VFD Start-Up
■ Free Cooling Tower Inspections
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NEWS

A Small Minnesota City Utilizing Drones
to Detect Heat Loss
By Frank Jossi | Energy News Network

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — The images on Zackary Nicklin’s
screen light up in bright orange and purple hues, forming
blotchy, abstract outlines of his subjects.
Nicklin is on the front lines of an innovative energy efficiency
project in northwestern Minnesota that’s using drones to
document building heat loss.
The city of Warren, population 1,600, started the project
three years ago through its municipal utility. The aim is to develop aerial thermal images of all 700 or so buildings in the
community to help identify energy efficiency opportunities.
Nicklin, an instructor of remotely piloted aerial systems at
the local Northland Community and Technical College, leads
a team of student volunteers who help pilot the drones. The
images they collect visualize temperature differences.
“You can see when air is 10 or 20 degrees warmer coming off
a roof,” Nicklin said. “When you see that, you know there’s
something going on.”
Warren’s initiative is among the first in the country to
employ drones to detect heat loss in buildings. Shannon
Mortenson, Warren’s city administrator, said she and other
staff members got the idea after visiting the northern German city of Arnsberg as part of the Climate-Smart Municipalities program sponsored by the University of Minnesota’s
Institute on the Environment.
Leaders from five Minnesota communities meet periodically
and visit clean energy projects in Germany and Minnesota.
Warren was matched with Arnsberg because both are in agricultural areas and have flood problems caused by riverside
locations, Mortenson said.
Arnsberg, with 19,000 residents, is much larger than Warren.
It had been using remotely piloted planes outfitted with
thermal imaging cameras to detect inefficiencies in buildings.
It adopted drones a few years ago after a delegation from
Arnsberg visited Minnesota.
Former northwestern Minnesota state legislator LeRoy
Stumpf was on the plane with the German delegation. He
suggested the group stop by a drone program operated at
the airport by Northland Community and Technical College.
City officials from both Arnsberg and Warren realized that
drones outfitted with thermal imaging cameras could offer
an affordable way to capture leaks in buildings, Mortenson
said. Both cities are now taking thermal images of their
building stock, a project easier said than done in Minnesota.

weather window for flying drones in Minnesota is narrow.
The best conditions for flying thermal imaging drones is at
night or in the early morning when roofs have cooled off
and the difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures is at least 20 degrees.
The best temperatures are roughly between 20 and 40 degrees. If the air is too cold, drone batteries don’t last as long,
McMillan said. Fall is a good season, with nights cool and
clear enough for good thermal images, he added.
Nicklin said he makes sure to notify the sheriff’s office to
warn them he’s going to be flying drones that night in case
homeowners call with concerns. More than a few have called
the sheriff but the project has not stirred up any resentment
or persistent criticism, Nicklin said.
Wind, rain and snow have been harder to overcome and can
make drone flying near impossible, he said. The first year he
did not get a federal aviation waiver either, severely limiting
the hours he could fly drones.

oldest, and the newest, he said.
The concept of capturing thermal imagery in larger cities
could work, Nicklin said, but drones would only be effective
on individual buildings. A traditional plane would have to
be used to capture entire neighborhoods. Drones are too
time-consuming to use on big areas of land and issues would
arise in getting authorization to fly over the airspace in cities
with busy airports.
Such a project would not be cheap, either, and property
owners would need to be convinced the benefits are worth
the investment. “Costs would be a reason why folks may shy
away from a city-wide job, especially with thermal imagery,”
he said. “It could also be a factor that not everyone realizes
the benefits of thermal imagery when it comes to building
envelope inspections and how the information can be used
to reduce recurring costs.”

ment project, and this might give them some insight,” McMillan said. “It will help answer the questions of ‘do I need a
new furnace? Or more insulation and new windows?”’
Mortenson wants to benchmark public buildings in the city
and see how they perform against state building standards.
She also wants to see the city help homeowners pay for
home improvements.
Beyond homeowners, the local school and government
buildings may be among the first to use drone data to guide
efficiency investments, McMillan predicted. How it will all
play out remains a bit of a mystery because Warren is breaking new ground. “We’re writing the book as we do this,”
McMillan said.

While Warren has not yet marketed the results, a few residents have asked to see their drone scans, McMillan said.
Due to privacy concerns only homeowners, and not the public or real estate agents, can see the images of their properties. Public properties can be viewed by anyone.
Once the project is completed the city hopes homeowners
step forward to use the data for efficiency projects. Local
residents have limited money “to spend on a home improve-

Nicklin, a volunteer on this project, usually recruits students
to assist on drone shoots. Just finding a time he and a student helper are available has been difficult, he said, especially since he likes to photograph 9:00pm to as late as 2:00am.
Arnsberg deployed a different approach than Warren, first
gathering data from broad flyovers before determining
buildings that should have a closer checkup, he said. Drones
in Arnsberg were then used to gather close-up images and
data on roof leakage and building envelope inefficiencies, he
said.
If the project has a second phase, Nicklin would like to take
thermal imaging of the sides of buildings. He took photographs of McMillan’s 108-year-old home that provided data
allowing a viewer to correctly assess which windows were

Do your building engineers understand
the importance of water treatment?
1/3 of water used in commercial buildings is consumed by heating and cooling equipment. What
you don’t know about the water in your building could be costing you. We will meet you at your
facility, bring lunch for your team, and deliver training that gets your engineers’ attention.

“HOH’s people take tremendous pride in the work they do
and treat our water systems as if they were their own”
- Pat Griffin, VP of Engineering, Hines

Call Joe Kowal at 847.436.7418 to set up your FREE HOH Lunch-and-Learn today!

Brent McMillan, operations manager for the city, said the
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NEWS

New High Efficiency Condensing Boilers
Revitalize First Residential Conversion
in Calgary
A construction project in Calgary, Canada, called Cube,
features several firsts. It’s the city’s first office-to-residential
space conversion and real estate developer Strategic Group’s
first re-purposing project. It’s also the first building in Canada to feature the latest advancement in condensing boiler
heating technology from Weil-McLain.
The Cube — a 52,000 square-foot, seven-story building in
Calgary’s Beltline neighborhood — features 65 one- and
two-bedroom residential rental units and is just a short walk
from the city’s downtown area. Once the aging Stephenson
office building, the 38-year-old building was converted to
new residential and rental units in 2019.
The building’s developer, Ash Mahmoud, Managing Director
of Calgary-based Strategic Builders Inc (SBI), the construction
arm of Strategic Group, which owns, manages and develops

office, retail and apartment properties across Canada, oversaw the conversion project.
“Cities like Calgary have seen office building vacancy rates
as high as 27 percent in the past few years,” said Mahmoud.
“Rather than let downtown buildings go unused, it has been
one of our core missions to convert them into residential.”
In addition to incorporating contemporary designs and
styling finishes, Mahmoud also sought the latest in boiler
technology to heat the new development.
Next-Gen Heat
To conduct the HVAC overhaul, Mahmoud turned to NuMun Contracting, a Calgary-based HVAC company offering
commercial and residential plumbing, heating and air-conditioning services.

CHILL OUT
‘Heated’ about your chiller’s performance?

We’ve got you covered with

50 TECHNICIANS
and 80 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE!
HVAC SERVICES
MAINTENANCE
DESIGN/BUILD SOLUTIONS
RETROFIT SOLUTIONS

708-345-1900
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Weil McLain’s SVF boilers offer thermal efficiencies up to 97.1 percent, a stainless steel fire tube heat exchanger for corrosion resistance, and a user-friendly Unity control system for simplified installation and operation.

Working with SBI and the project engineer David Muncaster,
owner of Nu-Mun Contracting, a strategy was devised to
convert the building to a high-efficiency boiler system and
specification recommended for the latest advancement in
condensing boiler technology: the Stainless Vertical Firetube
(SVF) from Weil-McLain.

modulation and sequencing of the boilers on the network
to achieve the desired system supply temperature. “With
the automatic sequencing feature, the boilers communicate
directly with one another so they sequence themselves and
rotate as needed,” said Cameron. “They operate to optimize
energy use and efficiencies. When heat is required, the boilers will stage on as needed.”

Eric Cameron, project manager with Nu-Mun Contracting,
oversaw the boiler installation at the building. “We have a
long standing relationship with Weil-McLain, and we trust
the quality of their boilers,” said Cameron. “The SVF boilers
were the perfect match for the space.”

Cube Completion
The Cube conversion project was completed in 12 months
and more than two-thirds of the building is already leased
to residents. Mahmoud praised the experience with Nu-Mun
Contracting.

To meet the building’s heating style and load, the team
installed two SVF 1100 MBH high-efficiency condensing
gas boilers in the building. The SVF boilers features industry-leading thermal efficiencies up to 97.1 percent, a
clover-shaped stainless steel fire tube heat exchanger for corrosion resistance, and the intuitive and user-friendly Unity™
control system to simplify installation and operation.

“Working together with Nu-Mun was a seamless operation,”
said Mahmoud. “It was a really great relationship and, as a
result, the job was a complete success.”

“With superior thermal efficiencies, the SVF line offers cost
savings and energy efficiencies that could allow owners
to qualify for local utility rebates, if available,” said Craig
Demaray, National Sales Manager with Weil-McLain Canada.
“The SVF also meets all market-driven bid specifications, and
is designed for most heating needs including applications in
schools and other educational facilities, public institutions,
healthcare buildings, offices, hotels, multi-family, churches
and more.”
The high-water content design of SVF heat exchanger means
a low loss header is not required, providing cost savings
so the boilers can simply be piped in a primary-secondary
design.
The on-board Unity™ control system allowed the boilers to
communicate with each other in a Multiple Boiler System
(MBS). In this configuration, a master boiler controls the

“The start-up and installation progressed smoothly in part
due to the way these boilers are designed,” said Cameron.
“The SVF boilers offer time-saving installation features that
include heavy-duty roller casters for improved maneuverability in confined spaces, industrial-grade leveling legs, and an
end-shot burner design requiring only 18 inches overhead
space.”
Mahmoud appreciates the ease of maintenance that the
boilers offer. “The boilers are really user friendly,” said Mahmoud. “We can even conduct the annual maintenance on
the units ourselves to keep them in tip-top shape.”
In addition to offering class-leading serviceability, the new
boilers also offer low operating costs and are expected to
bring energy savings and a reduction in gas usage to the
facility.
But most importantly, Mahmoud reported that tenants are
extremely pleased with the climate and comfort of the building.
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Appeals Court Hears Dispute Over
Pipeline Compressor Station

By Denise LaVoie

Hill was compared to air quality in the entire state, not specifically to the rest of Buckingham County.
Aaron Ruby, a spokesman for Dominion Energy, said the
permit is the strictest air permit of any compressor station in
the country.

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — Lawyers for opponents of a natural
gas compressor station proposed in a historic African American community in Virginia recently told a federal appeals
court that the state has failed to carefully consider the
potential health impacts of the station and “unequal treatment” of the people who live near it.

“It will have far fewer air emissions and more air control
monitoring than any other compressor station,” Ruby said.

A three-judge panel of the 4th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals
heard arguments from opponents who want to overturn a
permit granted by the State Air Pollution Control Board for
developers of the Atlantic Coast Pipeline to build a compressor station in Union Hill, an unincorporated community that
was founded by freed slaves after the Civil War.

The pipeline, which would run 600 miles (965 kilometers) and
carry fracked natural gas from West Virginia into Virginia
and North Carolina, has been mired in legal challenges by
environmental and conservation groups. Construction has
been halted since December.

Amid fierce opposition from local residents, the Air Pollution
Control Board approved a permit for the compressor station
in January.

Richard Walker, who said his great-great-grandfather bought
land in Union Hill as a freed slave in 1887, said he was
pleased to hear the judges question the state’s attorneys
about how the compressor station could affect the residents
of Union Hill.

Union Hill is in rural Buckingham County, about an hour’s
drive west of Richmond.
Opponents are concerned that exhaust from the station
could cause harmful health effects on nearby residents.
Dominion Energy, the lead developer of the pipeline, has
said that most air emissions at the station will be 50 percent
to 80 percent lower than at any other compressor station in
Virginia.
The judges peppered lawyers for the board and Dominion
Energy about whether the state carefully examined the potential health impacts on Union Hill residents.
David Neal, a senior attorney with the Southern Environmental Law Center, urged the board to throw out the permit.
Neal said the state Department of Environmental Quality
refused to consider using electric motors for the compressor
station, an alternative technology he said would greatly
reduce or eliminate emissions from the station.
Jon Mueller, an attorney for the Chesapeake Bay Founda-
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A protester is handcuffed by State Police as she is escorted out of a meeting
of the Virginia State Air Quality Control Board in Richmond, Va., Tuesday,
Jan. 8, 2019. The board voted to approve a plan to build an Atlantic Coast
Pipeline Compressor station in the state. Controversy continues to surround
the board’s decision, and in October, lawyers for the compressor station’s
opponents argued to a federal appeals court that the state had failed to
consider the impact on the air quality of the historic, largely African-American community of Union Hill, in which the station is to be located. (AP
Photo/Steve Helber)

“I think the judges did look at the human factor,” Walker
said.

tion, said it is the responsibility of the board to protect the
approximately 200 residents — mostly African Americans
— who live near the compressor station site from harmful
emissions and from “unequal treatment.” He said many of
the residents have pre-existing health conditions that could
be exacerbated by emissions from the station.
Deputy Solicitor General Martine Cicconi said the board “absolutely grappled” with the issue of environmental justice
and carefully considered any adverse health impacts on residents. She said the emissions will fall well below emissions
from other compressor stations in Virginia and will meet
national ambient air quality standards.
Chief Judge Roger Gregory repeatedly questioned Cicconi on
whether the state had compared potential impacts on the
African American residents who live closest to the site with
its potential impact on residents in the rest of Buckingham
County. While most Union Hill residents are African American, the population of Buckingham County as a whole is
largely white.
“Your fellow county members, how does your air compare to
theirs?” Gregory asked.
Cicconi said air quality from the station proposed for Union
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Innovative Insulation RF Shielding
Radiant Barrier Reflective Insulation
Guards Against Excessive RF Energy in
Buildings
Arlington, TX — Studies have shown that environmental levels of RF energy routinely encountered in commercial buildings and real estate by employees and the general public are
typically far below levels necessary to produce significant
heating and increased body temperature. But what if that’s
not true in all cases?
What if there are situations, particularly in building environments near high-powered RF sources, where the recommended limits for safe exposure of human beings to RF
energy could be exceeded? What are the restrictive measures
or mitigation actions necessary to ensure the safe use of RF
energy, and what can a property manager do?

“The FCC is required by the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 to evaluate the effect of emissions from FCC-regulated transmitters on the quality of the human environment,” explains Herman Torres, VP of Sales at Innovative
Insulation, the leading manufacturer of radiant barrier
insulation for the DIY residential market and professional installers. “But there are other organizations like the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), and the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
that have issued recommendations for human exposure to
RF electromagnetic fields. Sometimes, it tough to stay on
(Continuned on page 19)
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Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions
since 1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union
of Roofers, Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.
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top of what is really going on especially if you are a property
manager.”
Torres explains that his company’s RF Shielding Radiant
Barrier is designed to be a reflective insulation keeping 99.9
percent of the electronically transmitted Radio Frequency
waves emitted from a variety of sources away from people.
“Let’s face it,” he says. “Not knowing what radiation can do
is not an excuse for not taking proper precautions.”
According to the FCC, the Commission adopted the NCRP’s
recommended Maximum Permissible Exposure limits for field
strength and power density for the transmitters operating at
frequencies of 300 kHz to 100 GHz. In addition, they adopted
the specific absorption rate (SAR) limits for devices operating
within close proximity to the body as specified within the
ANSI/IEEE C95.1-1992 guidelines.
“The FCC has a 38-page document called ‘Questions and
Answers About the Biological Effects and Potential Hazards
of Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields’ is very useful for
property managers,” he says. According to Torres, the document covers everything from what Radio Frequency Energy
is, how we use the energy, microwaves — which are a specific
form of radio waves — and much more.

Chicago Fire Pump Test Contractors will beat any
reasonable estimate or oﬀer you receive!*
*Cook County Only

Do not leave it to chance that it will perform correctly, use our licensed and
bonded service technicians. Each employee has gone through a minimum ﬁve
year training program, OSHA training, drug testing, and many have over ﬁfteen
years of experience in the ﬁeld. All have been thoroughly trained to work in a
safe and productive manner, and are highly qualiﬁed to conduct your annual
ﬁre pump testing.

“But it was written in 1999,” he adds, “and that’s a while
ago, isn’t it? So when the document says, ‘It has been known
for many years that exposure to high levels of RF radiation can be harmful due to the ability of RF energy to heat
biological tissue rapidly,’ they are talking about microwave
ovens and other sources. How many more sources of such
radiation exist today than 20 years ago?”
Innovation Insulation’s RF Shielding Radiant Barrier insulation reflects 99.9 percent of the electronically transmitted
Radio Frequency waves emitted from a variety of sources
such as in a building, from an inventory scanner tool to
a “smart” utility meter. The company’s RF Shielding is a
reflective insulation that is white on one side, silver on the
other, and comes in either Super R® Plus Radiant Barrier or
Tempshield® Reflective “Bubble” Insulation rolls. It is tested
to IEEE-299 by a certified independent laboratory and tested
for a frequency range of 10kHz to 10GHz, proving to be up
to 99.06 percent effective in shielding signals.

RF shielding from Innovative Insulation is tested for a frequency range
of 10kHz to 10GHz, making it up to 99.06 percent effective in shielding
signals.

Naturally, RF comes from the sun, the earth and the ionosphere. Artificially, RF radiation stems radio and television
broadcasting, mobile phones, wireless networks such as WiFi, cordless phones, police and fire department radios, pointto-point links and satellite communications. Other sources of
RF fields include microwave ovens, radar, industrial heaters
and sealers, and various medical applications.
“Exposure reduces rapidly with distance,” Torres explains.
“And while overall, the RF field background level from appliances is low, higher levels of exposure to RF fields can occur
to building workers and employees when they work in close
proximity to RF transmitting antennas and radar systems.”
“Although there have been studies reporting a range of biological effects at low levels, there has been no indication that
such effects might constitute a human health hazard,” he
adds. “But, with the increasing RF coming from device-to-device communications, you begin to have to consider the
possibility of adverse health effects.”
For more information on RF Shielding Radiant Barrier insulation for property managers, contact Insulation Products at
800-825-0123 or visit www.radiantbarrier.com.

State law (225 ILCS 317/30) Sec. 30 par F states only certified persons
can perform testing and inspections on your fire sprinkler systems.
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Carrier Recalls Carrier- and
Bryant-Branded Heat Pumps Due to Fire
Hazard
Name of Product: Carrier and Bryant-branded 1.5-ton multizone, 4-ton multi zone and 4-ton single-zone ductless heat
pumps
Hazard: The fan motor on the heat pumps can fail, causing
the units to overheat, posing a fire hazard.
Remedy: Repair
Recall Date: Oct. 10, 2019
Units: About 5,350 (in addition, about 450 were sold in
Canada)

units while they are being operated and keep foliage and
other flammable items at least 24 inches away from the
recalled units.
Incidents/Injuries: Carrier has received six reports of the heat
pumps catching fire (one occurred in the United States and
five in Canada). No injuries have been reported.
Consumer Contact: Contact the dealer locator on www.
carrierductless.com (for Carrier-branded products) and www.
bryantductless.com (for Bryant-branded products) and click
on “Find a Dealer” at the bottom of the page, or contact
Carrier toll-free at 844-468-4301 from 8:00am-5:00pm ET
Monday through Friday for assistance in locating a Carrier or
Bryant dealer in your area for more information.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact their installing servicer, dealer or contractor to arrange for a free repair.
While awaiting repair, consumers should monitor affected
units while they are being operated and keep foliage and
other flammable items at least 24 inches away from the
recalled units.
Incidents/Injuries: Carrier has received six reports of the heat
pumps catching fire (one occurred in the United States and
five in Canada). No injuries have been reported.
Sold At: Carrier and Bryant distributors, independent dealers
and contractors nationwide from March 2015 through April
2019 for between about $600 and about $4,000.
Importer(s): Carrier Corporation, of Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.

Description: This recall involves Carrier- and Bryant-branded
1.5-ton multi-zone, 4-ton multi-zone and 4-ton single-zone
ductless heat pump outdoor units. The units are used for
cooling and heating homes and light commercial facilities.
The model number and product number can be found on the
nameplate/rating plate on the side of the units. The recalled
models and product numbers are:

Manufactured in: China
Recall Number: 20-009

Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact their installing servicer, dealer or contractor to arrange for a free repair.
While awaiting repair, consumers should monitor affected

Carrier 1.5-ton multi-zone model: 38MGQC18—3
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Protecting Industrial Facilities From
Harsh Environmental Corrosion
In industrial process facilities, corrosion is the biggest single
cause of plant and equipment breakdown, including machinery, vessels, structures, supports and pipelines. While
atmospheric corrosion in the form of air (oxygen) and water
(moisture, humidity, vapor, etc.) is the main culprit, environmental factors including high temperatures and pressures
as well as harsh substances, chemicals and gasses can also
accelerate the corrosion of carbon steel and other metals.
Beyond marine environments exposed to salt spray or compounds that cause corrosion, common gaseous industrial air
pollutants such as sulfur dioxide, ozone, and nitrogen dioxide can be corrosion-inducing. So can exposure to industrial
chemicals such as chlorides, acetic acid, and formaldehyde.
“There is a huge need for an anti-corrosion coating that can
go on in areas where conventional coatings tend to fail,”
says Joey Taylor, President of IPI Inc., an Elkview W. Va.-based
paint/coating contractor for commercial and industrial construction. “On certain projects, chlorides need to be removed
in order to meet peak performance. But in most cases, this

can be cost prohibitive.”

Fortunately, for industrial facilities with assets prone to
environmental corrosion, a new category of tough, Chemically Bonded Phosphate Ceramic (CBPC) coatings is helping
to stop corrosion, ease application, and reduce production
downtime.
Long-Term Environmental Corrosion Protection
When aluminum is recycled, it is melted to separate the
pure metal from the impurities. The process creates a waste
product called salt cake, which contains compounds that can
promote corrosion.
As a result, typical barrier-type anti-corrosion coatings, such
as polymer paints, can fail prematurely. This is particularly
true when the paint is scratched, chipped, or breached and
corrosion promoters enter the gap between the substrate
and coating. Then the coating can act like a greenhouse —
trapping the corrosion promoters — that allows the corrosion to spread under the coating.

So when an aluminum recycling plant in West Virginia
required corrosion protection for its operation, it sought a
long-term term solution that would not require frequent
recoating, according to Taylor, who was involved with the
project.
“The recycling plant was not having much luck with conventional anti-corrosion coatings, which only lasted about three
or four years,” says Taylor. “Really, anyone trying to protect
their assets from corrosion wants their coating to last much
longer than that.”
To provide long-term corrosion protection in a tough environment, the aluminum recycling plant and Taylor turned to
EonCoat, a spray applied inorganic coating from the Raleigh,
N.C.-based company of the same name. EonCoat represents
a new category of rugged, Chemically Bonded Phosphate
Ceramics (CBPCs) with unique properties.

substrates that have been extensively prepared, if gouged,
moisture and oxygen will migrate under the coating’s film
from all sides of the gouge.
By contrast, the same damage to the ceramic-coated substrate will not spread corrosion in industrial infrastructure
because the carbon steel’s surface is turned into an alloy
of stable oxides. Once the steel’s surface is stable (the way
noble metals like gold and silver are stable) it will no longer
react with the environment and cannot corrode.
Visible in scanning electron microscope photography, EonCoat does not leave a gap between the steel and the coating
because the bond is chemical rather than mechanical. Since
there is no gap, even if moisture was to get through to the
steel due to a gouge, there is nowhere for the moisture to
travel, which effectively stops corrosion in industrial applications.

In contrast to traditional polymer coatings that sit on top
of the substrate, the corrosion resistant CBPC coating bonds
through a chemical reaction with the substrate. The coating
can even be applied over flash rusted, damp steel. An alloy
layer is formed. This makes it impossible for corrosion promoters like oxygen and humidity to get behind the coating
the way they do with ordinary paints.

The corrosion barrier is also covered by a ceramic layer that
resists corrosion, water, impact, abrasion and chemicals, as
well as fire and temperatures up to 450° C.

Although traditional polymer coatings mechanically bond to

(Continued on page 24)

For such durable corrosion protection, IPI Inc. successfully sprayed EonCoat on two industrial dust collectors (one
60,000 CFM and one 40,000 CFM), including four tanks as
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cal industrial coating, near white metal blast cleaning (NACE
2 / SSPC-SP 10) is required to prepare the surface. But with
the ceramic coating, only a NACE 3 / SSPC-SP 6 commercial
blast cleaning is typically necessary.
With traditional coatings, extensive surface preparation is required and done a little at a time to avoid surface oxidation,
commonly known as flash rust, which can require re-blasting.
However, with the CBPC coating, flash rust is no issue. There
is no need to “hold the blast.” The reason for this unique
CBPC characteristic is due to the presence of iron in the rust,
which helps to create the magnesium iron phosphate alloy
layer. It is this alloy layer that allows CBPCs to so effectively
protect carbon steel from corrosion.

To maximize equipment life and safe production, innovative Chemically Bonded Phosphate Ceramic (CBPC) coatings provide durable protection from
atmospheric and chemical corrosion.

large as 40 feet tall and associated ductwork, according to
Taylor.
“The CBPC anti-corrosion coating is designed to last significantly longer than traditional coatings, so frequent recoating
should not be an issue,” says Taylor.

tractors without restrictions,” says Taylor.
One of the greatest benefits, however, is quick return to
service that minimizes facility downtime. The time saved on
anti-corrosion coating projects comes both from simplified

“Conventional coatings require you to prime the substrate
every day so you do not lose your blast,” says Taylor. “You
have to stop sandblasting in the early afternoon, and then
prime [the substrate] the rest of the day. This requires
time-consuming daily teardown and set up of paint equipment.”
“With EonCoat, however, once you have a clean substrate
surface, free of mill scale and coating, it will not hurt it to let
it flash rust,” adds Taylor. “So, you can continue coating [the
next day] without having to re-blast the substrate, re-prime
it, or set up and teardown paint equipment each day. You
can continue to blast the entire 12-hour shift. That saved us

about a 50-hour workweek on the project.”
For traditional “three-part system” coatings utilizing polyurethanes or epoxies, the cure time may also be days or
weeks before the next coat can be applied, depending on
the product.
In contrast, a corrosion resistant coating for carbon steel,
utilizing the ceramic coating in a single coat, requires almost
no curing time.
“We were able to complete the project from start to finish
in nine weeks, including substrate preparation, spraying and
adding a high-performance topcoat with minimal disruption
to the plant’s operations,” says Taylor.
Industrial facility managers looking for more reliable, longterm corrosion protection in harsh environments will find
that CBPC coatings add significantly to safety, production
and the bottom line.

For more information, call 754.222.4919; visit www.eoncoat.
com; or write to EonCoat, LLC at 551 Pylon Drive, Unit D,
Raleigh, NC 27606.

Industrial operation managers or corrosion engineers looking
to reduce costs are also finding additional advantages with
CBPC coatings like EonCoat beyond corrosion resistance.
Such coatings consist of two non-hazardous components that
do not interact until applied with a standard industrial plural
spray system like those commonly used to apply polyurethane foam or polyurea coatings. Since CBPC coatings are
inorganic and non-toxic, there are no VOCs, no HAPs and no
odor. This means the water soluble, non-flammable coatings
can be applied safely even in confined spaces, or when adjacent parts of a plant continue to operate.
“With the CBPC coating, since there are no VOCs or odor,
coating can be done around plant employees or other con-
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surface preparation and expedited curing time. With a typi-
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Coal Plant on Tribal Land to Close After
Powering US West
By Felicia Fonseca

ALONG THE BLACK MESA AND LAKE POWELL RAILROAD,
Ariz. (AP) — Ron Little nestles into a familiar seat aboard a
train locomotive and slides the window open, leaning out to
get a better view of dozens of rail cars that stretch for a mile
behind and the landscape he knows so well.
The heavy steel wheels roll along a dizzying pattern of concrete railroad ties that snake through sandstone formations,
boulder-laden arroyos and grasslands. Little points to a rock
formation named for the reddish dirt that Navajos use to
dye wool for rugs and another with a cutout like the handle
of a milk jug.
“It’s beautiful scenery you just go live with every day,” he
said.
Every day until recently, when the last of the trains he’s operated for more than half his life pulled up to a power plant
with thousands of tons of coal.

Before the year ends, the Navajo Generating Station near
the Arizona-Utah border will close and others in the region
are on track to shut down or reduce their output in the next
few years. Its owners are turning to cheaper power produced by natural gas as they and other coal-fired plants in
the U.S. face growing pressure over contributing to climate
change.
Those shifts are upending people’s livelihoods, including
hundreds of mostly Native American workers who mined the
coal on tribal land, loaded it from a roadside silo and helped
produce the electricity that has powered the American
Southwest since the 1970s.
Two tribes each will lose millions of dollars in income, while
workers like Little are forced into early retirement. Some
employees will stay on to restore the land, while others
aren’t sure what’s next.
Ted Candelaria, a fourth-generation railroader who voted
for President Donald Trump in hopes he would be coal’s
saving grace, said the change is bittersweet.
“I got all emotional, started tearing up. It’s kind of sad because I love what I do,” Candelaria said from the driver’s seat
of his pickup truck, looking toward a line of locomotives.
“Where else does a guy get to come to work and ride on an
electric train?”
The Black Mesa and Lake Powell Railroad was one of only
three 50-kilovolt electric lines in the world. The rail yard
boasted some rarities, including a 1976 locomotive with a
faded blue body and a rusty red front end that led the final
journey from the coal silos to the power plant in late August, effectively shutting down the mine that fed it.
The power plant was built in the late 1960s on land leased
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One unit at the Navajo Generating Station in Arizona shut
down in September. Decommissioning the other two is expected to take two years, with the smokestacks coming down
in 2020.

from the Navajo Nation, one of two coal-mining Native
American tribes that has the largest land base, spanning
parts of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah.
The plant was a compromise to keep more hydroelectric
dams from being built through the Grand Canyon and to
power a series of canals that deliver water to Arizona’s major
cities, allowing them to grow. At the time, the U.S. was facing a natural gas shortage and utilities turned to coal to feed
the electric grid.
Now, utilities increasingly are shifting to renewable energy,
setting standards to wean themselves off coal, an industry Trump has tried to prop up. The country gets about 25
percent of its electricity from coal-fired plants, down from 40
percent five years ago, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
U.S. utilities announced the retirement of nearly 550 coalfired power generators since 2010, the agency said. More are
planned.
Two other coal-fired plants operate on or near the Navajo
Nation in northwestern New Mexico and have a majority
Navajo workforce. The San Juan Generating Station is slated
to close in 2022, and the nearby Four Corners Power Plant by
2038.

The coal reserves are vast beneath the land belonging to the
Navajo Nation and the neighboring Hopi Tribe. The plant has
burned 24,000 tons of coal a day for nearly 50 years, and the
Navajo Nation estimates it still has a 100-year supply.
Without extending the rail line beyond the 78 miles (126
kilometers) between the power plant and the silos at the
Kayenta Mine, the coal has nowhere to go.
“It’s disappointing to us,” said Randy Lehn, the mine’s acting
general manager. “We tried harder than anyone else to try
to keep this thing going.”
Peabody Energy, which owned the mine, launched a bid to
save the Navajo Generating Station last year with rallies,
ads and a “Yes to NGS” campaign. Residents of the Navajo
community of LeChee, closest to the plant, wrote to Trump
asking for help.
It didn’t work. The Navajo Nation and the Hopi Tribe now
are hard-pressed to come up with a way to make up for the
(Continued on page 28)
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Tenakhongva said. “Religious are finally realizing: `What are
we going to do for heating? How are we going to survive
from here on out?”’
The Hopi Tribe plans to cut government services where it can,
possibly switching workers to a four-day work week.
“Everybody is concerned as far as what the future looks
like,” Tenakhongva said.
Economic development is difficult for the Hopi Tribe, which
is landlocked by the much-larger Navajo Nation and doesn’t
get as much tourist traffic. Hopi officials plan to lobby Congress for funding and to fulfill what it says are land obligations to the tribe.

Train operator Ron Little preparing for one of the last trips to pick up coal from the Kayenta Mine to fuel the Navajo Generating Station near Page, Ariz.
The power plant will close before the year ends, upending the lives of hundreds of mostly Native American workers who mined coal, loaded it and played
a part in producing electricity that powered the American Southwest. (AP Photo/Felicia Fonseca)

rarily with interest from a trust fund it developed in 1985 to
replenish lost revenue from coal, timber, gas and oil.
The interest is enough to cover the losses each year, but the
tribe would have to consider approving that method in budget talks going forward.
Mine and power plant workers are being encouraged to start
their own businesses and bid on tribal projects, Nez said. His
administration also has encouraged members to spend their
money on the reservation.
Tourism, solar plants, a call center and manufacturing facilities could help make up lost revenue, tribal officials said, but
no single venture will replace the money coal brought in.

U.S. Rep. Tom O’Halleran, an Arizona Democrat who represents both tribes, recently introduced legislation that
would temporarily help replace lost coal revenue and create
training and educational programs for displaced workers.

“There is potential for a lot more as far as diversification
when we look at renewable energy as well as our enterprises
of the Navajo Nation that pay back funds to the Navajo Nation,” tribal economic development director J.T. Willie said.

At the height, mining operations in the region employed 700
mostly Native American workers. The power plant had more
than 500 employees, 90 percent of whom were Navajo.

The tribe will have access to the transmission lines that carried power from the plant to customers in the U.S. West and
will keep a warehouse, offices and the train tracks, which
Willie said could be used for tourism or sold.

Navajo President Jonathan Nez said the tribe will lose
between $40 million and $50 million annually from coal revenue and lease payments — money being replaced tempo-

(Continued on page 30)

losses, including money for student scholarships and road
maintenance.
The Hopi Tribe is losing $14 million a year in coal revenue,
or 82 percent of its general budget that pays for human
resources, information technology and financial staff, court
programs and legal counsel. More than $3 million goes to
Hopi villages.
Tribal members who gathered coal from the mine to heat
their homes or used it for ceremonial fires will have to look
elsewhere, a similar concern for thousands of Navajos.
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“(It’s) the main concern right now because we’re in that part
of the season of the year now,” Hopi Vice Chairman Clark
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Gerald Clitso, sitting in the control booth of a coal silo above
the railway recently, is not convinced he would have as lucrative of a job opportunity elsewhere in the Navajo Nation.
“Our leadership, they just don’t have the vision, the foresight
to see into the future to see what can sustain our economic
conditions here on the Navajo reservation,” he said. “With
the plant going down and the coal mine going down, we’ll
end up going back to the days of using Coleman lanterns.”
He peered through a window above the train that slowly
rolled into the towering concrete silo along U.S. 160, his fingers jostling the controls that fill each car with 1,000 tons of
coal delivered from the mine 18 miles (29 kilometers) away.
Behind him, Navajo workers talked about lost money for
scholarships that helped with school and about the relationships formed over decades of working together, reminiscing
about exchanging grilled mutton for fried chicken with other
people at the silo.
The same conversations are happening along the railroad
and at the power plant in Page, where a trio of concrete
stacks rise 755 feet (236 meters) above the desert, lights
flashing to warn planes.
The plant isn’t far from popular tourist attractions like Antelope Canyon, Lake Powell and Horseshoe Bend, where the

POWER SYSTEMS
SOLUTIONS

bluish-green water of the Colorado River takes a 270-degree
turn.
Lyle Dimbatt, a former Page mayor who grew up there with
other power plant employees, said the region still will benefit from tourism, but the economy will take a hit from losing
the power plant and mine.
Dimbatt, who is not Native American, still has one kid in
school and isn’t ready to leave his job as the nighttime train
supervisor.
“If I’m honest with you, I’m not happy about it, but can’t do
nothing about it,” Dimbatt said, shrugging. “I’m just glad I’m
not walking out of the door with nothing, because some of
them are.”
Over half the workers at the mine qualified for retirement,
said Lehn, the general manager. A few will stay for cleanup
work. The others are out of jobs.
Phoenix-based Salt River Project, majority owner and operator of the power plant, has offered transfers to employees
who want them, but that means leaving the reservation.
Schoolchildren would rather not move to a bigger city where
they have no family, friends and few open spaces, Pauline
Begay said from her office at the LeChee Chapter, a local
government of the Navajo Nation, within view of the power
plant.
For Little, he will miss the paycheck that helped put his kids
through college. He rose from utility man to train operator,
passing up the chance to be a supervisor because he liked the
serenity aboard the train.

Redefining Facility Maintenance

The locomotives and train cars are destined for the scrap pile.

•

Altorfer is the only authorized Caterpillar Dealer in the greater
Chicagoland area.

•

Altorfer has the largest number of Emergency Power Generation
Technicians serving Southeastern Iowa, Northwestern Missouri,
Northern Illinois and Northwestern Indiana.

•

Altorfer dispatches technicians from 5 locations - 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, 365 days a year.

•

Altorfer Technicians are factory-trained and qualified to service all
major brands of equipment.

•

Altorfer offers custom preventative maintenance agreements for
Engines, Generators, ATS, Switchgear, UPS, and Battery systems
including Resistive and Reactive Load Bank Testing.

•

Altorfer Power Rental has a fleet of more than 125 generators and is
part of the largest rental network in the country.

SAME DAY EMERGENCY SERVICE CALL 877-891-4181
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10-1 Insulation
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Contractor

1074 W. Taylor St. Suite 169
Chicago, IL 60607

Jim Foster
Owner/Estimator

jimfoster@10-1Systems.com

Mike Foster

Superintendent

mikefoster@10-systems.com

Manage Inventory

Improve Efficiency

Control Cost

With a single source for more
than a million products

With services, solutions and
customized business tools

Through unified billing,
procurement, and commercial
credit solutions

ONLY ONE SUPPLIER IS HOME DEPOT.
AND WE'RE IT.
Melissa Cusack
312-764-8843
melissa_c_cusack@homedepot.com

Nick Bova
708-446-9937
nicholas_m_bova@homedepot.com

CALL 773-807-4989 FOR AN ESTIMATE

Learn More at HomeDepotPro.com/InstitutionalV
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NEWS

Future of Arizona Nuclear Plant May See
Hydrogen Production
PHOENIX (AP) — Managers of a three-reactor nuclear plant
that went online in the 1980s are exploring whether production of hydrogen gas will be part of its future.
An idea being explored for the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station is to use seasonally surplus electricity from the
plant located in the desert west of Phoenix to separate water
into oxygen and hydrogen gas, the Arizona Republic reports.
Uses for the gas could include powering fuel-cell cars and
trucks or providing to nearby natural gas plants that generate electricity.
The contemplated production of hydrogen stems from the
fact that increased availability of solar power means Palo
Verde’s electricity production isn’t needed as much during
mild spring and fall weather as during the summer when air
conditioners run full throttle in the Southwest.
The plant 50 miles (80 kilometers) west of Phoenix is licensed
to run into the 2040s, but officials said they will need to get

creative to keep it going that long, or beyond.
“Some days we still end up with more energy being produced because of Palo Verde and all that solar than what we
can really use,” said Jack Cadogan, senior vice president of
site operations at Palo Verde for Arizona Public Service Co.
Phoenix-based APS manages the plant and is the largest
co-owner. Others are Salt River Project, El Paso Electric Co.,
Southern California Edison, PNM Resources, Southern California Public Power Authority and the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power.
APS officials are working with Idaho National Laboratory
to research the economic feasibility of having a hydrogen
generator near Palo Verde. A small test facility could be built
near the nuclear plant in 2021.
Ohio-based FirstEnergy Solutions and Minneapolis-based Xcel
Energy also are participating in aspects of the U.S. Energy
Department’s research into nuclear plants and hydrogen.

One of the three units of the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in Wintersburg, Ariz. Managers of the three-reactor Arizona nuclear plant that went
online in the 1980s are exploring whether production of hydrogen gas for use as an energy source will be part of its future. The contemplated product of
hydrogen stems from the fact that increased availability of solar power means Palo Verde’s electricity production isn’t needed as much during mild weather
during the spring and fall. (AP Photo/Ross D. Franklin, File)

APS and other utilities plan to add substantial amounts of
solar to their systems, and that eventually will prompt Palo
Verde to either shut down or run at partial capacity during
mild weather.
“We know that will only grow over time,” Cadogan said.
“We are trying to project how do we make Palo Verde more
flexible to still be the anchor point or cornerstone of our
clean-air energy mix in Arizona and the whole desert Southwest? We really do need to fit into the environment that is
changing.”
Cardogan said the Energy Department approached APS with
the hydrogen concept.
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“They came to us on this one and said, it seems like you have
a unique issue with solar kind of pinching nuclear,” he said.
“We said, ‘We do.’”
Unlike other nuclear plants that use water from a river or
the ocean for cooling, Palo Verde uses reclaimed wastewater
from a treatment plant owned by five Phoenix-area cities.
The cities sell the reclaimed water to Palo Verde under an
agreement renewed in 2010 that runs through 2050.
But the water gets more expensive in the latter years, particularly after 2025, so APS is considering alternative sources.
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Alaska Company Opens State’s Largest
Solar Farm Facility
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — An Alaska company has opened
the state’s largest solar farm with expectations of generating
enough electricity to power about 200 homes, officials said.

“We just said, let’s do one big system and see how that
goes,” she said.

Renewable IPP officially opened the 1.2-megawatt facility
near Willow Nov. 15, The Alaska Journal of Commerce
reported Monday, Nov. 18.

The four-person team reused old oil and gas drilling pipe to
build the support structures that hold the panels to reduce
the project’s environmental impact.

The facility includes 3,240 solar panels in 11 rows on the
property along the Parks Highway north of Anchorage. The
project expanded from a 140-kilowatt pilot project consisting
of 408 panels that was activated last year, the company said.

The Alaska Energy Authority’s Power Project Fund loan
program provided about half of the project’s $1.5 million
funding, while the rest came from private capital.

The project is expected to offset enough power produced by
the region’s natural gas-fired power plants to prevent about
2 million pounds (0.9 million kilograms) of carbon dioxide
emissions per year, CEO Jenn Miller said.
The concept for a commercial-scale solar farm stemmed from
positive results she and other Renewable IPP team members
experienced outfitting their homes with solar arrays in 2017,
Miller said.

THE

INAUGURAL

The solar farm’s power will be sold to Matanuska Electric Association under a 30-year contract. Renewable IPP expects to
produce power for about 5 to 6 cents per kilowatt-hour and
sell it to the utility for about 8 cents, Miller said.

&

“We’re looking to the future and meeting members’ needs,”
Matanuska Electric CEO Tony Izzo said. “A lot of them have
expressed a desire for us to reduce our carbon footprint.”

Championing Leadership And Lending A Helping Hand

JANUARY
7 PM START TIME

18TH
/

2020

11 PM CLOSING

THALIA HALL 1807 S ALLPORT STREET
CHICAGO ILLINOIS

'all proceeds from this event will be used for
donations throughout the year to charitable
organizations the ceac and it's members
suppor t. to learn more about par tnership
packages please contact Alex Boer ner
ABOERNER@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG
OR CALL 773-879-6631

24/7 Emergency Service - Board Up
Complete Door Maintenance - Revolving Entrances
Glass Replacement - Storefronts - Curtainwalls
Mirrors - Interior Glass Doors - Sidelites

312-256-8500

www.christopherglasschicago.com
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MEETING

The November meeting at 115 Bourbon Street was an
important one, and we’re grateful for everyone who showed
up to take part. We elected our new slate of officers and
directors, and we enjoyed a robust and informative
presentation on maintaining power in emergency situations
courtesy of presenting sponsor Altorfer Cat, whom we
would like to thank for their participation and support. We
also extend our thanks to co-sponsor Ahern, and to our bar
sponsors, BEAR Construction and The Moran Group for their
invaluable contribution to making this event so special.
We are also grateful, as always, for the hard work of Alex
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Boerner, who plans our monthly events on behalf of
Fanning Communications, and to the folks at Fanning for
their assistance in bringing everyone together and making
our meetings a reality.
Our next meeting, the annual Holiday Party, will take
place Wednesday, Dec. 11th, at Guaranteed Rate Field.
Sign up online at chiefengineer.org, or call (708) 293-1430.
Sponsorship opportunities remain available for all future
events. If your organization is interested in participating as a
sponsor, please reach out to Alex Boerner at
AlexB@chiefengineer.org.
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Little Red
SCHOOLHOUSE
THE

Steps Into
THE

Future

Mike Licastro cuts the ribbon on
the newly renovated Little Red
Schoolhouse training facility in
Morton Grove.
Xylem Bell & Gossett’s Little Red Schoolhouse training center has been updated
with the latest hydronic technology.

Earlier this year, Xylem Bell & Gossett celebrated the
re-opening of its Little Red Schoolhouse training center in
Morton Grove. The Little Red Schoolhouse is known far and
wide as a highly reputable training center for professionals
in the hydronic heating and cooling and plumbing industries.
Since it first opened in 1954, more than 62,000 industry
professionals have benefited from being trained at the
facility, with its emphasis on systems-based learning. With
the continued evolution of hydronic systems technology,
and the imperatives of climate change in particular, it
was inevitable that eventually, a major overhaul would
be needed to bring the systems of the future to the Little
Red Schoolhouse. The overhaul now complete, the facility
has been transformed into a fully interactive learning
environment where industry professionals are engaging in
a hands-on experience with the most up-to-date HVAC and
plumbing technologies.
“We have a global responsibility to design and develop new
technologies and system integration strategies to reduce
energy consumption, decrease our carbon footprint and
foster the responsible use of our natural resources,” Training
& Education Manager Mike Licastro said of the renovations.
“Whether just starting out or professionals who have been
in the business for some time, the numerous technology
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advancements required to meet these objectives will always
solidify the need for ongoing knowledge acquisition.”
We decided to spend an afternoon at the newly renovated
Little Red Schoolhouse to take a look at the advancements
that have been implemented, and to get a sense of how
HVAC and plumbing professionals will be engaging with
this dynamic new environment. Licastro guided a group
of us through the facility and pointed out many of the
enhancements, as well as their significance.
“We wanted to make sure that no matter where you
were in the Little Red Schoolhouse, there was a learning
opportunity,” Licastro said. “What we’ve done, first and
foremost, which was never done in any of the previous
renovations, was we completely renovated our mechanical
room.” In this room, which simulates the installation and
HVAC system design for the building, all of the newly
installed equipment is state-of-the art so that trainees are
looking at the most current technology possible that they
are likely to encounter out in the field. Among the elements
featured in the mechanical room are a B&G Model 80-ITSC
vertical inline, split-coupled pump with integrated VFD
with sensorless VFD control software, a B&G Model e-1510
base-mounted end suction pump with a wall-mounted

Technologic Intelligent
pump controller, as well
as a B&G Model ecocirc
XL with ECM motor and
an integral variable-speed
drive for the hot water
system, and a B&G GPX
gasketed plate-and-frame
heat exchanger.

One of the other things that
we’re hearing in the industry
is sensor-less variable
speed control. We are able
to run this display both
with sensors, which you’ll
see located on the wall, or
sensor-less. We’re going to
be able to do stuff like both
technologies here.”

From there, the obvious
concern was how to
properly maintain these
new products once they’re
installed, so a service and
maintenance area was
developed. “In this room,
there will be 10 carts
that will have various
Bell & Gossett products,
pumps, etc., on them, that
will be used by service
people,” Licastro explains.
“We’ll teach them how
to take them apart and put them back together, different
troubleshooting techniques, and what-not. What I’m most
excited about is, we’re now going to be teaching how to
disassemble a gasketed and plate-and-frame heat exchanger.
This is something that we see out in the industry that a lot of
people are very fearful of. ‘What do I do? How do I do it?’ So
we felt it was important to add that to our curriculum, and

Mike Licastro discusses variable-speed technology in water
pressure boosting that can
be explored at the Little Red
Schoolhouse.

we’ve done so.”
Naturally, there is an area
in which Bell & Gossett
showcases the products it
puts out into the world,
which allows for an
opportunity to discuss
the impact of some of
the new technology.
“We have the latest in
domestic water pressure
boosting, variable-speed
technology,” Licastro
says. “So we talk about
energy savings. For the
longest time, everyone
was focused on the HVAC
side of the business.
Well, the plumbing
side certainly has
opportunities for energy
savings as well.

“The benefit of variable-frequency drive is that we know
pressures change in the system,” he continues. “And so
what happens is, you have one pumping at constant speed
that’s doing the same pressure all of the time, wasting
(Continued on page 40)
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The domestic hot water recirculation station.

temperature glass shell-and-tube heat exchanger, through
which they will generate low-pressure steam to demonstrate
pressure volatility in the system and modulate that pressure
as well as the temperature. “What we’re able to actually
show the students is the steam, as a vapor, coming into the
shell, and now water passing inside the tubes, and actually
seeing that vapor condense, seeing that process. And then
once that vapor condenses, now we have to do something
with it. So there are different types of traps that are there.
What we’ve done is created these see-through versions so
you can actually see the inner workings of those traps. How
do they work? We talk about the dos and don’ts, etc. But the
idea here that we’re showing is space heating, maybe some
fin tube that’s run by steam.

The new product section offers the opportunity to get inside the technology that’s out there
in the field.

energy. The VFD can adapt to those
pressure changes and save energy
by only doing what it needs to do to
make the desired discharge pressure.
We’re changing the suction pressure
on the booster so that we can show
the students how a fluctuation in
pressure [can be managed]. You can
watch the pump stage on and off, or
change speeds accordingly to match
the load and what’s necessary there.”

Trainees can learn hands-on at the effluent pump system station.
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Mike Licastro shows off the indirect water
heating station.

Consistent with the growing necessity
toward environmentalism and saving
water, recirculation is, of course, a
component of the modifications at
the Little Red Schoolhouse. Hot water
generated by one of the Schoolhouse’s
displays can be stored and used
for operating other displays that
allow instructors to teach about
recirculation technology. Gesturing
to a wall of pipes, Licastro said,
“That’s our domestic water/hot water
recirculation system. So we’re going
to be able to deliver that hot water
to these fixtures … and with the
latest in technology, we’re going to
show the different ways of balancing
those systems. We’re also dealing
with effluent sump-pump systems.
These sinks are creating demand, and
what will happen is, the sump fills up,
that pump will pump it back over to
this holding tank, and we continue to
re-use that water.”
Water and plumbing, of course, are
only a part of the picture at the Little
Red Schoolhouse. HVAC technology
has come a long way since the last
renovation at the facility, in particular
with regard to efficiency technologies
and the issue of connectivity — the
Internet of things. To that end, they have installed a display
of available variable-speed technology. “You’ve got your

“The idea here is, we’re looking at the steam system
complete, so that condensate eventually has to be brought
back to the boiler,” he continues. “So we have a boiler feed
unit right here, so anything that you consume in the display
ends up down in this vessel here, and it’s pumped back into
the boiler to be re-used to create steam. A very small version
of a steam system.”

State-of-the-art, variable-speed, domestic water boosting technology
facilitates discussion of energy savings through plumbing systems.

centrifugal pumps, we’ve got pressure-dependent control
valves — this is very popular in the industry now,” Licastro
says. “The reason being is that this allows us to stabilize
loads under [variable] conditions, which helps to maintain
efficiency. … What we’re able to do is show how you can
have pumps running either together or individually to
find out where that sweet spot is for efficiency. One of the
other things that we’re hearing in the industry is sensorless variable speed control. We are able to run this display
both with sensors, which you’ll see located on the wall, or
sensor-less. We’re going to be able to do stuff like both
technologies here.”

And this is just the beginning. Licastro is a font of knowledge
about the hydronic systems employed at the Little Red
Schoolhouse, and he and the team at Xylem Bell & Gossett
are excited to use this newly updated facility to train the
professionals who are going to be handling the technology
of the future.
“We want to make sure we are effectively teaching all
our students, Licastrio said. “Whether it’s customers,
manufacturer’s representatives, engineers, technicians
or contractors, our goal is that the training provides a
knowledge base that make them better equipped to
perform their daily job duties related to hydronic and steam
production application and system design.”
To schedule training at the Xylem Bell & Gossett Little Red
Schoolhouse, visit
https://bellgossettmarketing.com/schoolhouse

The new renovation also accommodates a live, operational
steam system with a wall-mounted electric boiler and a high-
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Getting Up to Speed on Cooling Tower
Designs
make it a superior option.
Recently, the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists
(AANA) woke up to find that its metal cooling tower supporting the HVAC system at its headquarters in Park Ridge,
Ill., was in disrepair. The professional association, which represents nearly 53,000 certified registered nurse anesthetists
nationwide set longevity and reliability as its top priorities in
replacing its old metal cooling tower.

Update your fan coil units to the latest technology

Low Voltage

Kit

“I went back and forth worrying about whether a cooling
tower made out of plastic would hold up as well as metal,
but after careful research I realized it was really a ‘no-brainer,’” explains Steve Horton, Manager of Office and Fulfillment Services for the AANA. “In fact, it became obvious that
not only would plastic provide a long service life — with a
unique 20-year warranty on the one we purchased — but
being corrosion-proof and seamless, we would also greatly
(Continued on page 44)

Engineered plastic cooling towers outlast metal designs, and can be constructed of unique antimicrobial resins that guard against Legionnaires’ and
other health hazards.

Conventional wisdom says that metal tends to be stronger, harder and more durable than its plastic counterparts.
However, when comparing metal cooling towers to the latest
engineered plastic options, that old, outdated logic is being
laid to rest. Advanced high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
technology not only holds up better than metal towers, but
has additional benefits like increased energy efficiency, lower
maintenance and new antimicrobial options that arguably

Upgrade - Save Energy - Fresh New Look
Sign your building up today, contact :

Nest@AffiliatedParts.com
630.590.6944
AFFILIATEDPARTS.COM
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650 W. GRAND AVE, ELMHURST IL

•
•
•
•
•
•

Masonry Restoration
Tuckpointing
Building Cleaning & Sealer
Exterior Wall Coating
Façade Concrete Repairs
Caulking & Sealant Repairs

• Parking Structure/Concrete
Restoration
• Plaza Restoration
• Structural Repairs
• Deck Coating Systems
• Epoxy & Grout Injection

Masonry/Façade Specialist
(773) 722-2800

Concrete Specialists
(773)638-5206

2658 w Van Buren Street • Chicago, IL 60612
www.westernspecialtycontractors.com

• Family Owned since 1915 • Union Affiliated • 28 Locations Nationwide
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NEWS
reduce ongoing maintenance and downtime. Not to mention the energy savings we expect to achieve with the new
system.”
Ensuring a Proven Replacement
When the time came to begin the process of replacing the
old cooling tower that was repeatedly leaking at several
seams and was becoming very costly to maintain, Horton
called on Edwards Engineering.
Servicing the greater Chicago and Northern Indiana area, Edwards Engineering is a full-service mechanical contractor that
installed and serviced the previous unit at the AANA.
“Earlier this year, Steve Horton contacted us to collaborate
in researching the best replacement cooling tower technology,” says Brant Lieske, V.P. of Service, Edwards Engineering.
“After considering all the issues they had with the old unit,
we brought in a representative from Delta Cooling Towers
(www.deltacooling.com) to recommend the best solution for
the four-story facility.”
Lieske brought in Delta because the company is a pioneer in
the development of a unique line of cooling towers constructed with a shell composed of engineered plastic. This
HDPE technology is impervious to corrosion and caustic or
acidic water treatment chemicals that often cause leaks and
other service problems common with metal cooling towers.

“HDPE cooling towers also feature a seamless shell rather
than welded sheets that are typical of traditional metal units
and even more expensive stainless-steel models, so leaking is
not going to be an issue with HDPE,” Lieske says.
Initially, little thought from the AANA was given to the possibility that a plastic cooling tower could also protect against
Legionnaires’ disease and other microbial health threats that
can proliferate in a cooling system’s infrastructure.
However, Delta recently developed a new antimicrobial
cooling tower that virtually eliminates the risks of legionella
— the bacteria that cause Legionnaires’ disease — and other
health hazards that frequently thrive in cooling tower systems. Unlike metal, plastic can be manufactured with special
antimicrobial resins that are fully compounded into the base
cooling tower structural material as well as the casing, fill
and drift eliminator — effectively inhibiting harmful microbial growth.
Critical Necessity of Antimicrobial Options
Due to the increasing number of outbreaks of Legionnaires’
disease at numerous locations around North America, the
adoption of antimicrobial cooling towers has become increasingly important.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), cooling towers are potential breeding grounds

Trust your Cooling Tower with
the Professionals...

We provide Engineered
Solutions to
optimize your towers pe
rformance
and provide energy savin
gs.

Bullock, Logan
& Associates, Inc.
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&
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cbullockjr@bullocklogan.com
bbullock@bullocklogan.com
www.bullocklogan.com | P: 847-434-1200
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for legionella even when they are disinfected and properly
maintained. In a recent study from the agency involving 196
cooling towers nationwide, 84 percent contained legionella
DNA, indicating that the dangerous bacteria that causes a
severe, even fatal type of pneumonia was present or had
been at some point. This means the real question is not if
there will be another outbreak, but only when and where it
will occur.

tem including a variable-frequency driven fan motor provides significant cost savings on power.

Other potential health threats that may originate in cooling
towers include biofilm formations. Biofilms consist of a matrix of DNA, proteins, and carbohydrates that form a protective enclosure around bacteria, thus preventing biocide treatment from reaching the bacteria. The bacteria in a biofilm
are 10 to 1,000 times more resistant to treatment than in
their non-biofilm forms.

For more information, contact Delta Cooling Towers at (800)
BUY.DELTA (289.3358); fax 973.586.2243; E-mail:
sales@deltacooling.com; or visit www.deltacooling.com.

As with the avoidance of legionella, minimizing the risks of
biofilm requires the use of harsh, aggressive chemical water
treatments that can compromise the integrity of conventional metal cooling tower shells. Yet, specially engineered
antimicrobial HDPE is impervious to the caustic effects of
such treatments.
So, while this added protection against health threats was
not a primary objective in AANA’s cooling tower replacement decision, Edwards Engineering’s Lieske describes it as
the “icing on the cake” among the other performance and
economic benefits available through an antimicrobial-HDPE
cooling tower selection.
The Winning Combination
The final selection for the new AANA cooling tower was a
125-ton Delta Paragon induced-draft, counterflow cooling
tower design.
HDPE towers tend to be 5 to 10 times thicker than sheet metal towers, yet they are incredibly lightweight, which helps
to simplify the installation process. The factory-assembled
plastic towers can be installed in one to two days (instead of
a week or more) further reducing expenses.

“That savings may not seem to be dramatic in the short
term,” Lieske says. “But when you consider it over the extended lifespan of the cooling tower and the likelihood of
appreciably reduced maintenance costs, the total savings will
be substantial.”
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In addition, the high efficiency of this type of tower also
delivers ongoing economic rewards. Not only does the tower
design maximize cooling, but a direct drive air moving sys-

HUDSON BOILER & TANK CO.

BOILER & PRESSURE VESSEL REPAIRS -- REFRACTORY REPAIR
STACKS -- BREECHINGS -- DUCTS -- STEEL PLATE FABRICATORS & ERECTORS
TANKS -- SHOP BUILT AND/OR FIELD ERECTED
ASME OR NON-CODE, STATE & CITY LICENSED AND INSURED

3101 S. State St. ---- Lockport, IL 60441
(312)666-4780 -- FAX (312)666-5145 -- Website: www.hudsonboiler.com
Info@Hudsonboiler.com
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Member News
Chief Engineers Elect New Officers for
2019-2021
At the November meeting, elections were held for the new
slate of officers and directors for the 2019-2021 term. Let’s
congratulate the newly elected as they assume their responsibilities. We look forward to the years ahead under their
vision and guidance:

WELCOMES ITS
NEW MEMBERS
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Jason Walker

Nu Flow Midwest

Janaan Stevens

Megan Schneider

Directors:
Curator Kevin Kenzinger
Doorkeeper Brian Staunton
Warden Brian Keaty

Officers:

Warden Ralph White

President Tom Phillips

Warden Brock Sharapata

Vice President William Rowan

Warden Robert Jones

Vice President John Hickey

Warden Michael Collins

Recording Secretary Ken Botta

Warden John McDonagh

Treasurer Douglas Kruczek

Past President Daniel Carey

Melissa Cusack

USA Fire Protection

Thomas Collins

Automatic Building Controls

Byran LeRoche

Automatic Building Controls

Jack Kennedy

Automatic Building Controls

Home Depot Pro

Doorkeeper Bryan McLaughlin

Sprinkler Fitters Local 281
Sprinkler Fitters Local 281
Sprinkler Fitters Local 281

Bill Hincks

Sprinkler Fitters Local 281

Financial Secretary Lawrence McMahon

Larry Nichols

Corresponding Secretary Brendan Winters

Sprinkler Fitters Local 281

Sergeant-at-Arms Barbara Hickey

Second Nature

Scott Pena

Sam Rogers

Michael Tinishanay

ACTIVE MEMBERS
John Gray
Don Preissner
John Rochon
Eddie Mannix
Daniel Casasanto

Dynamic Building Restoration, Inc
Full Service Masonry Restoration Contractor
DYNAMICBUILDINGRESTORATION . COM

Tuckpointing & Brick repair
Lintel & Shelf Angel
replacement
Caulking repairs
Concrete repairs
P 708-465-4455 F 708-925-9237
chris@dynamicbrinc.com
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CHIEF ENGINEER MEMBER INFO AND REMINDERS

Terra Cotta/
Limestone repairs
Façade inspections

•

Here are a few things to keep in mind about your membership and Chief Engineer events.

Façade condition
reports

•

Members are invited to monthly meetings that take place once a month October – May

12007 S Laramie Ave
Alsip, IL 60803

•

Events vary in location and activity from holidays and socials to education meetings

•

Meetings begin at 5:30PM

•

We understand many of you end your day before 5:00PM, however to allow for proper set up
and to provide a well-executed meeting, we ask that you honor the start time of the event
and arrive after 5:00PM.

•

Members are welcome to bring one guest, one time, who is considering membership into the
organization to the meetings

•

Membership dues are good for one year. If not renewed, your membership becomes Inactive
and you will need to renew before or upon entering events
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NEWS
Indianapolis’ Next Reservoir a Drought
‘Insurance Policy’
By John Russell | Indianapolis Business Journal

FORTVILLE, Ind. (AP) — It’s not much to see yet — just a
deep, empty pit with rocky walls and a few puddles on
the bottom. But in a year or so, the 230-foot-deep former
limestone quarry in Fortville will be outfitted with pumps,
pipes and tunnels, and filled with 3 billion gallons of water,
making it the newest reservoir in central Indiana.
Indianapolis-based Citizens Energy is constructing the reservoir as a backup water supply during droughts or periods
of high water consumption. When completed, the 88-acre
project, called Citizens Reservoir, will be able to pump up to
30 million gallons a day of captured rainwater into nearby
Geist Reservoir. From there, the water will flow over a dam
into Fall Creek and Citizens’ water-treatment plants in Indianapolis.
“It’s really an insurance policy,” said Dan Considine, spokesman for Citizens Energy. “The water will be there when we
need it.”
The utility is spending more than $20 million to convert the
quarry into a reservoir. The construction project is the latest
and perhaps most visible sign that Indiana is trying to keep
up with growing demand for water from households, stores,
factories, farms and golf courses — even as its aging water
infrastructure allows tens of billions of gallons to seep into
the ground annually.
So far, Indiana has largely avoided the water crises faced by
states such as California, New Mexico, Arizona and Colorado,
where droughts and global heating have lowered the water
level in lakes and rivers as people use water faster than it is
replaced. California suffered an extended drought from 2011
to 2017, and is expected to see continued population growth
at the same time warming temperatures decrease snowpack,
according to the not-for-profit research organization World
Resources Institute, based in Washington, D.C.
But even in Indiana, water experts have been pushing the
state to increase its water supply. Over the past three decades, Indiana’s population has grown 21 percent, and water
consumption by households and businesses has increased 9
percent. Water consumption for farm irrigation has surged
158 percent.
And Indianapolis, the state’s population center, is one of the
largest U.S. cities not located on a major lake or deep river.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency forecasts that
Indiana’s population will grow another 12 percent over the
next 30 years. “With competing demands on limited water
resources, more and more ground and surface water sources
may be used beyond their ability to replenish themselves,”
the agency warns on its Indiana Water Fact Sheet.
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Also, the state’s water infrastructure is in need of billions of
dollars of modernization. Environmentalists say water quality
here is threatened from overstressed sewage systems and
inadequate treatment of animal waste on farms.
Meanwhile, the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management has 12 percent fewer employees than it did a
decade ago, and its Office of Water Quality is struggling to
keep up with the workload of enforcing water-quality rules.
That means fewer people are checking groundwater, lakes,
rivers and wetlands to make sure surrounding homes and
businesses are not contaminating important water sources.
That’s not to say no one is paying attention. Five years ago,
the Indiana Chamber issued a groundbreaking report that
said the state had to do a better job managing its water
supplies to make sure businesses and residents have ample
availability in the decades ahead. It said the central part of
the state has diverse water supplies, but population growth
projections show as much as an additional 50 million gallons
per day will be needed by 2050.
“The goal was to raise awareness and get some investment
in Indiana’s water supply,” said Greg Ellis, vice president for
energy and environmental policy for the Indiana Chamber.
“Citizens Energy is ahead of the game and is acting on this
need. Others need to do the same.”
The issue is critical for Indiana, a state deeply dependent on
water, despite its fairly modest size. Indiana ranks first in the
nation in the percentage of its economy that depends on
water, largely due to the state’s concentration in manufacturing, which uses huge amounts of water for fabricating,
processing, washing and cooling products, according to a
2014 study by the University of Michigan.
The quarry where Citizens Energy will construct the reservoir
formerly was owned by Irving Materials Inc., which used it to
supply limestone for more than five decades before shuttering the operation last year.
At 88 acres, Citizens Reservoir pales in comparison to nearby
1,800-acre Geist Reservoir. But at 230 feet deep, it is nearly
equivalent to the height of the Soldiers and Sailors Monument downtown. Geist Reservoir, which was made in 1943 by
damming Fall Creek, is only 10 to 12 feet deep.

Meanwhile, weeks went by without rain. By the end of
June, much of central Indiana was classified as having severe
drought. The heat and 6- to 10-inch rainfall deficit across the
state dried up many creeks and shallow lakes.
Officials issued burn bans in every county, and many communities imposed mandatory water restrictions. Farmers in
nearly half of Indiana’s counties were declared eligible for
federal disaster relief because of the toll the drought took
on crops and livestock.
By July, Morse Reservoir, in northern Hamilton County, fell 3
feet, closing the beaches and putting a stop to boating. Geist
Reservoir was down 18 inches and Eagle Creek was down a
foot.
“With a new reservoir, we hope we can avoid these kinds of
problems when the next drought comes,” Considine said.
The Indianapolis area normally receives about 42 inches
of rain a year, but the water supply is not always available
when needed, the utility said. Heavy rain in excess of Geist
Reservoir’s storage capacity now flows downstream over the
dam that leads into Fall Creek. Dry periods can strain stream
flows and reservoir supplies.
Citizens hope the new reservoir will address both problems.
When rainfall exceeds Geist’s capacity, an intake structure
will be able to divert 100 million gallons a day of otherwise
unused water into Citizens Reservoir.
During dry periods, up to 30 million gallons a day of the
stored water can be pumped from Citizens Reservoir back
into Geist Reservoir.
Weather extremes in either direction can create danger to
the water supply. Tens of thousands of Hoosiers get their
drinking water from private groundwater wells, and severe
storms and flash flooding could contaminate the groundwater with bacteria from septic systems and overworked sewers.
“The biggest challenge in Indiana to clean water is the
changing climate,” said Dr. Indra Frank, water quality director for the Hoosier Environmental Council. “We’re seeing
much more precipitation, more extreme storms, and it will
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mean more problems with flooding.”
Despite not sitting on a major lake or deep river, Indianapolis
is rich in other water sources, experts say. That includes several drainage basins and reservoirs “and seemingly plentiful
and inexhaustible groundwater,” said Clarke Kahlo, program
director of Protect our Rivers Now, an Indianapolis-based
not-for-profit conservation advocacy group.
“Generally, it appears that water supply is being prudently
managed,” said Kahlo, a frequent critic of Citizens Energy.
Yet, even if Indiana water utilities manage to regulate supply
and demand perfectly, another challenge looms: the decrepit
state of much of Indiana’s water and wastewater infrastructure — chiefly the underground pipes that carry water to
households and businesses. Some pipes are more than a
century old and leak water into the ground at an astounding
rate.
According to the Indiana Finance Authority, the state faces
an immediate need for $2.3 billion in water system repairs,
and a long-term need for another $815 million a year for
maintenance to protect health and cut the loss of 50 billion
gallons of water leakage a year.
For the past year, a state task force composed of four legislators, six water industry experts and the Governor’s Office
has been analyzing the condition of the state’s water and
wastewater system and looking for a way to pay for repairs.
This summer, Gov. Eric Holcomb signed two bills to address
the situation.
One law encourages a regional water planning approach
to work with local utilities to examine water loss caused by
deteriorating infrastructure. The other law creates a Water
Infrastructure Assistance Fund. The fund will take $20 million
out of the state’s general fund each year and put it toward a
loan program and other financial assistance for communities
doing water infrastructure projects.
“The cost to repair the water infrastructure is going to be
enormous,” said Ellis of the Indiana Chamber. “It’s such a
high cost that most businesses and residents cannot take the
entire impact. The next big challenge will be finding a way
to pay for reliable water that is available to all who need it,
and can make Indiana attractive to new businesses that are
considering moving or expanding here.”

Monitoring

Serving the Entire Chicago Metropolitan Area

The backup reservoir is to be called into action in severe
droughts like the one that hit central Indiana in 2012. By
early summer that year, Indianapolis had set a record for the
highest temperature in June, hitting 104 degrees. Temperatures continued to sizzle, hitting 105 degrees on July 7, making the month the warmest on record for the city.
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Apple Resumes Human Reviews of Siri
Audio With iPhone Update
By Mae Anderson

Apple is resuming the use of humans to review Siri commands and dictation with the latest iPhone software update.
In August, Apple suspended the practice and apologized for
the way it used people, rather than just machines, to review
the audio.
While common in the tech industry, the practice undermined
Apple’s attempts to position itself as a trusted steward of
privacy. CEO Tim Cook repeatedly has declared the company’s
belief that “privacy is a fundamental human right,” a phrase
that cropped up again in Apple’s apology.
Now, Apple is giving consumers notice when installing the
update, iOS 13.2. Individuals can choose “Not Now” to
decline audio storage and review. Users who enable this can
turn it off later in the settings. Apple also specifies that Siri
data is not associated with a user’s Apple ID.
Tech companies say the practice helps them to improve their

A screen displays a notice when installing the update, iOS 13.2 on an
iPhone on Tuesday, Oct. 29, 2019, in New York. Apple is resuming the use
of humans to review Siri commands and dictation with the latest iPhone
software update. Individuals can choose “Not Now” to decline audio storage and review. (AP Photo/Jenny Kane)

artificial intelligence services.

Inspections, Testing, and Maintenance

But the use of humans to listen to audio recordings is particularly troubling to privacy experts because it increases
the chances that a rogue employee or contractor could leak
details of what is being said, including parts of sensitive
conversations.

Fire Sprinkler Systems

Apple previously disclosed plans to resume human reviews
this fall, but hadn’t specified when. Apple also said then that
it would stop using contractors for the reviews.
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College Club to Make 3-D Prosthetic
Hands For Needy Children
By Cora Van Olson

fied E-Nable provider of free prosthetic hands.
“Prosthetic hands are very expensive,” Pease said. “I, frankly,
don’t know the full cost of prosthetic devices, but, with the
parts that we have purchased to assemble and the filament,
the price for hand runs approximately $50 — without labor.”

YANKTON, S.D. (AP) — Mount Marty College plans to literally give a helping hand to children.

An Internet search by the Press & Dakotan showed that
traditional prosthetic hands start at about $3,000 and can be
partially covered by health insurance.

Students in the college’s Biology/Chemistry Club have been
given the green light to 3D print custom prosthetic hands for
children in need.

Through E-Nable certification, the Bio/Chem Club can be
contacted by anyone who has a child that needs a prosthetic
hand.

The group is working with an organization called E-Nable
that provides free 3D computer files needed to print each
individual piece of a prosthetic hand, along with instructions
for printing and assembly. Kits with additional parts, including rubber grippers for the fingers, tension wires, Velcro
straps and screws, are sold on the organization’s website.

“There’s a pretty big need out there,” Lonneman added. “As
soon as we get our names out there, there will be people
coming to us needing hands. So the biggest hump we are
trying to get over now is to properly learn how to put these
things together.”

“E-Nable is kind of a community of 3D printers that have
come together and decided that one of the things to do with
these 3D printers is service,” said Tamara Pease, assistant
chemistry professor and faculty advisor for the Bio/Chem
Club. “They’ve come up with several different types of prosthetic devices that can be printed.”

Printing the many files involved in creating a prosthetic hand
can take hours, so Sister Bonita Gacnik, Mathematical Sciences chair, usually lets the printer work overnight.

Christopher Wixon, Sister Bonita Gacnik and Mitchell Lonneman of Mount
Marty College in Yankton work at the 3-D printer to release printed pieces
from the plate. (Cora Van Olson/Yankton Press & Dakotan via AP )

Juniors Christopher Wixon and Mitchell Lonneman, co-presidents of the Bio/Chem Club, are learning how to use the 3D
printer so they can output the parts for each hand to assemble with the rest of the club.

VENDOR-NEUTRAL, UNBIASED CORROSION

AND PAINTING CONSULTING:
TANK LINING

SWIMMING POOLS

“We will probably get a few other Mount Marty students,
at first, to learn how to do it,” Wixon told the Yankton
Daily Press & Dakotan. “Then we hope to get more people
involved, teach more people, so we can make these hands
faster.”
The club will have to print and assemble a functioning adult
hand for E-Nable representatives to examine. If the hand is
deemed acceptable, the Bio/Chem Club will become a certi-

“I built a project that contains all of the files for a left hand
or a right hand,” Gacnik said. “The printer estimates about
nine hours to print (the pieces for one hand). If we got a
system going, I think we could print at least two a day.”
3D printing is a relatively new technology that translates a
virtual 3D object defined in a computer file into an actual
object in the physical world. Instead of ink, a 3D printer
uses a filament that it can melt — in this case plastic — and
extrude to build an object layer by layer.
Right now, the group is experimenting with different colored
filaments, including flesh tones and primary colors like yellow, blue and black.
Another challenge they have discovered is removing the
cooled printed pieces from the printer plate.
“We haven’t made (a hand) from scratch yet, but we printed
(Continued on page 54)
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a full hand, and then I printed a second hand, but we had
to wait, because I had to go online to figure out how to get
the darned pieces off the plate,” Gacnik said. “You can buy
plates that are flexible, and you flex the plate and (the pieces) pop off. It would probably work, but I am not sure how
much we want to invest in modifying the printer.”
She found that freezing the pieces with canned air was an
effective first step in getting the pieces off the plate.
Because of her work with local Eagle Scout Ryan Trail, Pease
has already had some experience assembling the hands.
Trail, who has been making hands with E-Nable as part of
his Eagle Scout project, recommended it to Pease for Mount
Marty to take on.
“The assembly itself, once you figure out how to assemble
it, is not hard, but the harder part is removing loose plastic
pieces,” she said. “All of these little bits and pieces, where
you have to be able to put pins and screws in, if they are not
printed perfectly, or if they are hanging, we have to go in
and scrape those out.”
Part of what Pease learned from Trail was to print carefully
and slowly in order to be able to assemble the hand more
quickly.

Each prosthetic hand must be custom made and fitted to
each wearer, she said. People in need can come from anywhere in the world, but this particular prosthetic will only
work on people that have some portion of their hand remaining below the wrist.
Children in war-torn areas have a great need for these devices, as well as those born without fingers, Pease said.

Pasternack Announces Comprehensive
5G Solution Portfolio
The “RF Components for the Next Generation” suite comprises thousands of active, passive, interconnect and antenna products supporting global sub-6 GHz and mmWave
frequency band applications. Pasternack’s high-quality,
precision-grade 5G RF components are essential building
blocks in 5G deployments and are powering 5G application
development and testing for enhanced mobile broadband,
mission-critical communications and emerging Internet of
Things (IoT) applications.

Simple farming accidents can also result in the need for a
prosthetic hand, Gacnik added.
“Anybody who can’t afford to pay for a prosthetic device has
a need,” Pease said. “Ideally, we would have someone contact us and say, `I have a child this age, this is the size of the
hand — they have ways for someone to determine what size
they need — and he wants a green one with yellow fingers.’
We print it off, assemble it and mold it to fit them.”

In addition to offering the industry’s broadest selection of
ready-to-ship 5G RF components, Pasternack helps to accelerate the process of selecting the right components with
application-engineering-level support and immediate online
access to detailed datasheets, CAD drawings, pricing and
inventory.

Since the hands are donated at no cost to the wearer, part of
the project’s success will depend on the Bio/Chem Club’s ability to fund-raise for the necessary supplies, Pease said.
“In talking about it, we have had some very enthusiastic
support,” she said. “The Rotary Club has donated $500 to the
Bio/Chem Club to start purchasing, but the club has decided
to extend that money to be able to purchase more and make
more hands, so they are going to run a fundraiser.”
The fundraiser will sell four different types of amaryllis and
also Paperwhites as a holiday gift box.
“We are going to begin next week, and hopefully deliver
by Thanksgiving,” Pease said. “All the funds that come from
that will go toward this project.”
Once they have a system down, the club hopes to get others
involved in making the hands so they can make them faster
and help address the great need.
“The Bio/Chem Club has really embraced this,” Pease said.
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Pasternack has introduced a comprehensive suite of 5G RF solutions, bringing the next generation of high-grade RF components and cable assemblies
that support 5G innovation, testing and deployments.

IRVINE, Calif. — Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand and
a leading provider of RF, microwave and millimeter wave
products, announces a comprehensive portfolio of 5G RF
solutions serving the urgent needs of engineers and technicians around the world with high-grade RF components and
cable assemblies shipped same-day to support 5G innovation,
testing and deployments.

“As a long-time provider to the leaders in telco and 5G
wireless innovation, Pasternack’s rollout of a well-defined
portfolio of ‘RF Components for the Next Generation’ will
be extremely valuable to our current customer base and
other leading innovators, the ones building the 5G network
infrastructure and testing revolutionary 5G solutions. We are
seeing an increased need for RF components especially in 5G
test and prototype environments, where expedient delivery
of parts is a requirement,” states Gabriel Guglielmi, Vice
President of Product Management.
For detailed information on 5G Solutions from Pasternack,
please visit www.pasternack.com
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One Big Step: Google Buys Fitbit for
$2.1 Billion

ads for rival coffee shops.
More important, having a Google device on the wrist could
drive wearers to use Google services even more, giving the
company more ways to sell ads.

By Matt O’Brien

Google, the company that helped make it fun to just sit
around surfing the web, is jumping into the fitness-tracker
business with both feet, buying Fitbit for about $2.1 billion.

The deal could put Google in direct competition with Apple
and Samsung in the highly competitive market for smartwatches and other wearable electronics. But it also raises
questions about privacy and Google’s dominance in the tech
industry.
The company’s announcement this quarter came with a
promise that it won’t sell ads using the intimate health data
that Fitbit devices collect.
Fitbit is a pioneer in wearable fitness technology, making a
range of devices that have become pop-culture accessories,
from basic trackers that count how many steps you take each
day to smartwatches that display messages and notifications
from phones.
They can track activities such as running, cycling and swim-

The deal is likely to face scrutiny from state and U.S. Department of Justice antitrust authorities, who are already investigating Google and other big tech companies over whether
they have abused their market power.

ming and record heart rates and sleep patterns. Fitbit typically asks for date of birth, gender, height and weight to help
with such things as estimating calories burned. Some people
use Fitbit’s app to record what they eat and how much water
they drink. Women can track their periods.

“Why should Google be permitted to acquire even more
companies while they’re under DOJ antitrust investigation?”
Sen. Josh Hawley, a Missouri Republican, tweeted.

Fitbit has 28 million active users worldwide and has sold
more than 100 million devices.
Google, meanwhile, makes software for use in other manufacturers’ wearable devices, but those products haven’t
gained much traction in the face of competition from Fitbit,
Apple, Samsung and others. And Google doesn’t sell a device
of its own.
The deal to buy Fitbit could give Google a needed boost.
“Google doesn’t want to be left out of the party,” said analyst Daniel Ives of Wedbush Securities. “If you look at what
Apple has done with wearables, it’s a missing piece of the
puzzle for Google.”

Still, analysts at equity research firm Cowen said they believe
regulators are unlikely to block the deal because of Fitbit’s
relatively small size and its focus on hardware.

Fitbit Charge 3 fitness trackers are displayed in New York. Google’s parent
company is buying wearable device maker Fitbit for about $2.1 billion.
Alphabet said Friday, Nov. 1, 2019, that it will pay $7.35 per share. (AP
Photo/Richard Drew, File)

Google’s pledge that it won’t sell ads using Fitbit health data
is a continuation of promises previously made by Fitbit.
Privacy experts, though, were skeptical.
Consumer Reports health privacy expert Dena Mendelsohn
said she is concerned that people enrolled in wellness programs through their employers that use Fitbit devices could
lose control over their data.
“While a person may not have had concerns about Fitbit
holding their data, they may have concerns over Google
holding their data,” Mendelsohn said.
Google’s promise is also unlikely to stop it from gathering
other information from Fitbit devices.

“With Google’s resources and global platform, Fitbit will be
able to accelerate innovation in the wearables category, scale
faster, and make health even more accessible to everyone,”
Fitbit co-founder and CEO James Park said in a statement.
Fitbit has been expanding its partnerships with major health
care companies such as Humana to encourage healthier
living.
John Hancock announced incentives last year on its insurance policies for people willing share data gathered by
health-monitoring devices. It offers free Fitbits to participants.
Last year, Fitbit acquired a health coaching business that
helps people manage conditions such as diabetes and high
blood pressure.
Fitbit ranks fourth in global shipments of digital watches,
fitness trackers and other wrist-worn devices, according to
research firm IDC. Chinese companies Xiaomi and Huawei
were No. 1 and No. 3, Apple was No. 2, and Samsung came
in fifth.

For example, Fitbit has GPS models that could track users’ locations. That could help Google know that a runner stopped
at a coffee shop on the way home. Google could then display
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KP Performance Antennas Releases New
Flat Panel TVWS Antenna

Danfoss Adds New Product to Family of
R-1234ze and Oil-Free Components

IRVINE, Calif. — KP Performance Antennas, an Infinite Electronics brand and manufacturer of wireless network antennas, has expanded its line of TV White Space (TVWS) antennas that are ideal for use with Redline Communications’ 2x2
MIMO radios used in WISP network applications.
KP’s TVWS antenna lineup now includes the KP-TWDPFP9 flat
panel TVWS antenna that provides high gain of 9 dBi and
very good front to back ratio all in a small form factor, UV
resistant ABS plastic radome with an aluminum backplate.
Additional features include H/V dual polarization and a pole
mounting bracket with up or down tilt adjustment.
This TVWS Flat Panel Antenna operates in the 470 MHz-698
MHz range and is compatible with any connectorized TVWS
radio, including the Redline Communication’s RDL3000 Ellipse series with a direct mount option.
“We are pleased to offer our new flat panel antenna to
address our customers growing need for antennas that
support TVWS applications. These new antennas offer higher

The Danfoss EVR v2 joins the extensive family of R-1234ze and oil-free components manufactured by Danfoss.
KP Performance Antennas’ new TVWS Antenna covers frequencies from
470-698 MHz to support 2x2 MIMO radios

gain, better front to back ratio and a smaller from factor
than competitors TVWS flat panel offerings,” said Ken Izatt,
Product Manager.
KP’s TVWS antennas, including the new flat panel model, are
all in stock and can be ordered directly from KP’s authorized
distributors or from the KP Performance Antennas website at
http://www.kpperformance.com
For inquiries, please call 1-855-276-5772.

The Danfoss EVR v2 is a complete range of servo-operated solenoid valves for air conditioning and refrigeration
systems. With connection sizes ranging from ¼ in. to 2 ⅛ in.,
EVR v2 valves were already one of the most versatile solenoid
valves available; now that they can be used in oil-free and
R-1234ze systems, EVR v2 valves are more adaptable than
ever before.
R-1234ze is a viable, long-term refrigerant option for a wide
range of applications, and enables OEMs and end users to
reduce GWP, resulting in direct CO2 emissions and refrigerant cost reductions. What’s more, oil-free systems help meet
energy efficiency requirements and increase reliability, with
industry-leading part-load and excellent full-load efficiencies.
The oil-free operation additionally guarantees long-term
performance at rated levels.

testing. While other manufacturers test their components’
performance and reliability using air, Danfoss uses refrigerant in real-world conditions in its Application Development
Centers.”
The clear advantages of using R-1234ze in oil-free systems
explain why Danfoss expects demand for these qualified
components will only increase over time.
Luigi Zamana, senior director of marketing, said: “The high
standards and rigor to which Danfoss tests components, combined with the sheer size of our component portfolio, means
that we can offer leading levels of reliability along with the
widest range of capabilities for OEMs.”

Drew Turner, global marketing manager for oil-free solutions, Danfoss Cooling, stated: “Since we launched our
pioneering Danfoss Turbocor® TG compressor in 2013 and
expanded to a full range portfolio in 2017, we’ve been market leaders in R-1234ze and oil-free component qualification
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SLG’s New ‘HX Extreme High-Bay’ LED
Fixtures Support Industry’s Most
Demanding Commercial, Institutional
Applications
STAFFORD, Texas — Spring Lighting Group, a veteran OEM
luminaire manufacturer which has been producing an extensive line of popular, specification-grade LED luminaires under
the SLG brand for several years, is proud to announce the
introduction of its new “HX Extreme High-Bay” series of LED
fixtures. Ideal for a broad range of commercial, institutional, and retail applications, the fixtures deliver the utmost in
quality, performance, aesthetics, and affordability from an
experienced company that stands by its products with U.S.based design and manufacturing as well as an unprecedented industry-leading warranty on both product and labor.
Part of the company’s exclusive and top-quality Performance
series of products, SLG’s industrial-strength HX Extreme
High Bay series has the highest lumen output of any of the
company’s round high bays and incorporates precise optical
control and a unique and superior thermal management
design to ensure maximum performance in the industry’s
most demanding applications. Serving as ideal replacements
for 750-1000-Watt HID technology, SLG’s 200-340 Watt,
32,000-54,000-lumen, 4000K HX Extreme High Bay family
of fixtures is further available with field adjustable output,
motion sensing, and Bluetooth wireless connectivity for added precision, control, and efficiency. Fully suitable for use
in ambient temperatures up to 65˚C (149˚F), the fixtures will
operate reliably through even the harshest and most challenging of conditions.

ucts, SLG also offers a unique and industry-leading Labor
Warranty effective for one year from the date of purchase.
Eligible on products sold through distribution with proof of
purchase, the Labor Warranty is initiated through the RMA
process based on contractor contact information and labor
invoices supplied by the distributor and delivers a degree of
peace of mind to channel members heretofore unseen in the
lighting industry.
From area and flood lights to troffers, canopy lights, parking
garage lights, high bays, wallpacks, and much more, SLG
lights deliver quality design, maximum performance, reliability, and affordability to the market’s range of professional
and residential lighting users — a package of qualities which
have transformed the company from one of the industry’s
best kept secrets to one of its most popular and trusted
providers.

proudly designs and manufacturers its housings, reflectors,
lenses, drivers, and LED boards in its own factories and assembles and ships fixtures from its Houston-based headquarters. SLG’s high-quality components include Lumileds diodes,
Fulham battery backup units, Wattstopper motion sensors,
and Inventronics LED drivers, and its expert engineering
and customer service teams are readily available to provide
lighting design and layout assistance for any project as well
as same-day shipping on all orders received before noon.
In addition to offering a robust 10-Year No-Compromise LED
Product Warranty on all of its Performance-Series prod-

SLG recently announced its new line of HX Extreme High-Bay LED fixtures.

In today’s fast-moving, complex, and often confusing lighting
industry, “SLG is committed to providing customers with
high-quality LED luminaires at very affordable prices and
to standing by our products with a product guarantee and
warranty that’s simple and straightforward,” shared SLG
President Michael Wu. “With over two decades of experience in the lighting industry, we’re proud to manufacture
outstanding lighting products, ensure they’re always in stock,
deliver superior value, and continuously exceed our customers’ expectations.”

With over 20 years of experience producing luminaires for
some of the industry’s most renowned fixture brands, SLG
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Events

AHR Expo 2020
Feb 3-5, 2020
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, FL

Educators and the Press. They come to the show each year to
source the latest products, learn about new technologies and
develop mutually beneficial business relationships.

happening across the industry to identify pain points, opportunities, trends, etc., where we might offer support and
solutions through dedicated sessions. There is tremendous
planning involved, internally with AHR Expo as well as from
the speakers and sponsoring organizations, to deliver useful
advice, perspectives and tools to advance as professionals in
the industry.”

The AHR Expo is the world’s largest HVACR event, attracting
the most comprehensive gathering of industry professionals from around the globe each year. The show provides
a unique forum in which manufacturers of all sizes and
specialties, whether a major industry brand or innovative
start up can come together to share ideas and showcase the
future of HVACR technology under one roof. Since 1930, the
AHR Expo has remained the industry’s best place for OEMs,
engineers, contractors, facility operators, architects, educators and other industry professionals to explore the latest
trends and applications and to cultivate mutually beneficial
business relationships. The event is co-sponsored by ASHRAE
and AHRI, endorsed by many industry-leading organizations,
and is held concurrently with ASHRAE’s Winter Conference.

Find thousands of products in more than 770 categories,
including:

Education Sessions

The AHR Expo is designed for professionals who work with
HVACR-related products and services. Attendees include
OEMs, Engineering & Design/Build Firms, Contracting
Firms, Distributors and Rep Firms, as well as Public Utilities,
Commercial, Industrial and Institutional Facility Operators,

•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Equipment,
Systems, Components & Products
Heating Equipment
(Boilers, Burners, Exchangers, etc.)
Ventilation Equipment
(Fans, Blowers, Diffusers, etc.)
Instruments & Controls
Building Automation & Controls
IAQ Products
Renewable Energy Equipment
Plumbing Products
Software
Tools & Contractor Supplies

AHR Expo Announces the 2020 Education Program
The 2020 AHR Expo full schedule of sessions for the 2020 Education Program is now available, including more than 200
free seminars, new product and technology presentations,
professional certifications and continuing education courses.
The Education Program discusses some of HVACR’s biggest
opportunities and challenges through a series of comprehensive, informative and industry-focused sessions hosted
by leaders from every sector of the industry. This year, the
AHR Expo will add a series of HVACR trend discussions led by
members of the AHR Expo Expert Council.
“The Education Program adds a unique element of learning
to the AHR Expo with the opportunity to hear directly from
leaders within the HVACR industry about the latest trends,
applications and practices,” said Mark Stevens, AHR Expo
Show Manager. “The development of our session schedule
is ongoing, and we take careful consideration of discussions

The 2020 show features 76 free sessions
led by industry experts working with
leading organizations. Each session will
range from one to two hours and will
aim to deliver solutions to some of the
HVACR industry’s most pressing challenges and exciting opportunities. Attendees
are invited to attend general HVAC-related subjects as well as those specific to
their sector of the industry and practice.
Additionally, attendees are encouraged
to download the MyShowPlanner App
for iOS and Android to manage their
Show and Education Program schedule.
Details and instructions for downloading
the 2020 AHR Expo App will be released
closer to the show and available.
“In our daily work, it’s easy to get tunnel vision. We often get so focused on
what we see in our business that we
lose touch with the rest of the industry,”
said Pam Duffy, P.E., owner of SparkOne
Solutions and member of the AHR Expo
Expert Council. “Having diverse perspectives from experts in all industry sectors
is invaluable in capturing real insights.
The AHR Expo Expert Council has offered
guidance from real industry experts
to identify true industry trends. I look
forward to furthering these discussions as
part of the 2020 Education Program.”
New Product and Technology Theater
Presentations

Building Controls &
Systems
Building Automation
24-Hour Service Hotline

815.724.0525
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www.ibs-chicago.com
info@ibs-chicago.com

Attendees are also encouraged to sit in
on exhibitor presentations in the New
Product & Technology Theater. More than
100 presentations lasting approximately
20 minutes each are planned across all
three days of the show. These free presentations are meant to provide attendees
with brief overviews of new product announcements and technologies that can
be found in exhibitor booths on the show
floor. Attendees are invited to follow up
presentations with a visit to the booth
for a more in-depth explanation and 1:1

interaction with products and representatives. These sessions
are set to take place in special theaters right on the exhibit
floor. No fee or registration is required.
For more information or to register, visit ahrexpo.com.
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Call the right company+
the first time– Rely on our
expertise to eliminate
your door problems

High Speed

Glass & Aluminum

Sectional

Rolling Steel

Docks and Levelers

Swing Doors

THE IDC SOLUTION

- : to B hours
response
time
High
Speed
- Company owned crane trucks+ boom trucks+ lift trucks+
scissor lifts delivered to job site on company-owned vehicles
- AP0 years of experience in a variety of doors and gates– We
have seen it all – poor installations+ old buildings overdue for
renovation+ doors not up for the task+ and wrecked doors from
careless owners and guestsU
-Pre-qualified and accredited with major screening services7
PICS+ ISNET+ ARRIBA+ BROWZ+ BBB
WWW–INDUSTRIALDOOR–COM "We take care of doors
idc@industrialdoor–com
so you can take care of
business"
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Releases Expanded, Revised
Version of Standard 90.1
ATLANTA — ASHRAE has released an expanded, revised version of a well-known energy standard.
ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2019, Energy Efficiency
Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings, contains more than 100 changes from the 2016 version,
including numerous energy-saving measures.
“The goal of the 2019 version of 90.1 was to provide clearer
guidance for exceeding efficiency goals,” said Drake Erbe,
chair of the Standard 90.1 committee. “This new version focuses on energy-saving measures which we hope will reward
designs for achieving energy cost levels above the standard
minimum and result in more efficient buildings and more
innovative solutions.”
Some significant changes include:
Administration and Enforcement: Commissioning requirements were added to the standard for the first time. Section

Mechanical: New requirements were defined to allow designers the option to use ASHRAE Standard 90.4 instead of
ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1 requirements in computer rooms
that have an IT equipment load larger than 10 kW. Pump
definitions, requirements and efficiency tables are included
in the standard for the first time.

4.2.5, “Verification, Testing, and Commissioning,” was greatly expanded and requirements were outlined for commissioning in accordance with ASHRAE/IES Standard 202.
Building Envelope: For vertical fenestration, the categories
of “nonmetal framed” and “metal framed” products were
combined. Minimum criteria for SHGC and U-factor were
upgraded across all climate zones. The air leakage section
was revised to clarify compliance. Changes to the vestibule
section refined the exceptions and added a new option and
associated criteria for using air curtains.
Lighting: Lighting power allowances for the Space-by-Space
Method and the Building Area Method were modified.
The model is more representative of real-world conditions
with the inclusion of updated IES recommendations. A new
simplified method for lighting (new Section 9.2) was added.
Lighting control requirements for parking garages were
updated. Daylight-responsive requirements and side-lighting
requirements were updated.

Energy Cost Budget Method: Numerous changes were made
to ensure continuity. The baseline was set for on-site electricity generation systems.

Standard 90.1 has been a benchmark for the commercial
building energy codes in the United States and a key basis
for codes and standards around the world. The 2019 version
is the 11th edition published since the original standard was
first published in 1975 during the U.S. energy crisis.
To purchase Standard 90.1, visit www.ashrae.org/bookstore
or contact ASHRAE Customer Contact Center at 1-800-5274723 (United States and Canada), 404-636-8400 (worldwide)
or fax 678-539-2129.

Performance Rating Method: Appendix G rules and the
corresponding baseline efficiency requirement were clarified.
Explicit heating and cooling COPs were provided without fan
for the baseline packaged cooling equipment. Rules were
added for modeling the impact of automatic receptacle
controls. More specific baseline rules were set for infiltration
modeling. Clarification was added for how plant and coil
sizing should be performed. Building performance factors in
Section 4 were updated.
Both Compliance Paths: Clearer and more specific rules were
added related to how renewables are treated. Extensive updates were added to the rules for lighting modeling.
Also new to the standard is use of the new fan energy index
(FEI) as the metric for efficiency provisions for commercial
and industrial fans and blowers.

GENERATOR SALES, SERVICE & RENTAL

1.888.4SCRAP WIRE

OFFICE (708) 239-0101

3837 W. 127th Street
Alsip, IL 60803
WWW . SCRAPMANCHICAGO . COM

Copper Wire Specialists | Electrical Contractors
Roll-Off Services | Plumbers | Pipefitters
Building Engineers

Picked up and Weighed on Site | Paid cash

• Industrial, Commercial • Scheduled Maintenance
& Residential
• Power Conditioning
• Portables
& Monitoring
• Towable

• Uninterruptible Power

• Rental

• Switchgear & Automatic
Transfer Switches

1-800-STEINER
24/7 Service
www.steinerelectric.com
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American Street Guide

Frank Lloyd Wright Warehouse Closer to
Restoration
By Barry Adams | Wisconsin State Journal

RICHLAND CENTER, Wis. (AP) — There are no restrooms, running water or heating and air conditioning systems.
There is a functioning freight elevator, but it’s powered by
hand, thanks to a series of ropes and pulleys.
Electricity is limited, which is why Derek Kalish was forced
to use the flashlight app on his smartphone to show off the
basement of the A.D. German Warehouse, one of Frank
Lloyd Wright’s largest buildings in Wisconsin.
Kalish is among those leading the efforts of a nonprofit that
is trying to reinvigorate the city’s downtown both economically and culturally, and to raise money to bring life back into
the three-story, brick building that was built between 1917
and 1921 for commodities such as flour, sugar, tobacco and
grains, the Wisconsin State Journal reported.
Its days as a warehouse are long past, and officials here are
trying to convert the building into a home for events and

Energy Improvement
Products, Inc.

Manufacturer’s representative specializing
in engineered products to improve indoor
environmental quality.
ALL manufacturers we represent are innovators
delivering products that are built to perform to a
higher standard. With continued engineering
and enhancements you can remain confident
their devices will exceed expectations and stay
ahead of the curve.
DAMPERS LEAKING?
PRESSURIZATION ISSUES?
LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY WHILE IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY?
CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR BUILDING'S OVERALL HEALTH & PERFORMANCE?

CALL US TODAY...WE CAN HELP!!!
CONTACT: JIM GRECO (847) 561-3056

•

Precision airflow measurement solutions: improve
indoor air quality and achieve proper pressurization.

•

Devices include: ducted systems, plenums,
terminal box units, fan arrays and fan inlets

•
•
•

VAV &

Satisfy LEED® credit requirements
UL873, NIST certified
+/-2% installed accuracy

• Innovative damper design
• Air-foil control, thermally insulated, backdraft & smoke
dampers

• AMCA class 1A certified ratings
• Aluminum construction, corrosion resistant
• No metal to metal contact
• Only maintenance free dampers on the market

perhaps artists, small businesses and a museum. The rooftop could be used for special events and include a bar with
sweeping views of the downtown and surrounding hills
that help define the Driftless Area. As for the basement,
Kalish believes it could be the perfect spot for racks of aging
Gouda, cheddar, Emmentaler and other cheeses, or perhaps
barrels of whiskey from southwest Wisconsin artisans clamoring for aging space.
“The vision is that anything’s possible,” Kalish said as he
pointed his phone toward the back of the 4,000-square-foot
basement. “You have to endlessly explore whatever option
you can and consider everything, even if it sounds crazy. You
have to have a passion for this, and you have to believe in
the project, and you have to believe in the benefits of the
project and how it’s going to affect the community that we
live in as well.”
After a somewhat slow start in 2012, energy has been
building, along with the bank account, for the A.D. German
Warehouse Conservancy. The organization has raised about
$2 million of a $4.1 million campaign designed to restore the
brick building that is largely void of windows and includes a
concrete frieze around its upper edges resembling designs
from a Central American Mayan temple.
The conservancy is hoping to begin exterior work next
spring, which would include repairing the crumbling frieze
and tuckpointing the bricks of the building where mortar
has crumbled away leaving large gaps. The $1.3 million first
phase would also include remodeling the first floor into an
event space, sprucing up the basement and transforming the
rooftop space.
About $600,000 in private donations has been raised, and
the project has been approved for $1.2 million in historic
tax credits. In September, the warehouse received a major
boost when it was one of 41 projects in 23 states and one of
just two in Wisconsin, to receive a Save America’s Treasures
Grant, a matching grant program founded in 1999 by the
National Park Service.
This year’s recipients included the ProRodeo Hall of Fame
and Museum of the American Cowboy in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, to preserve a unique set of 120 panoramic and
oversize rodeo photographs; Carnegie Hall in New York City
to conserve and digitize 410 architectural drawings documenting the construction of the music hall in 1891; preservation of the August Wilson House at Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh; and the restoration of a building at Fort Worden
in Port Townsend, Washington.
The program awarded $500,000 for the renovation of the
Old Main building at the National Soldiers Home Residences
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The A.D. German Warehouse in Richland Center, Wis. The building holds a unique and important place in the city’s history, as it was designed by famed
architect Frank Lloyd Wright, who as born in the city. (John Hart/Wisconsin State Journal via AP)

in Milwaukee. The A.D. German Conservancy will receive
$360,000 and have $720,000 on hand after it matches the
donation.
“We were competing with major cities like Los Angeles and
New York, the entire country,” Kalish said. “So for little ole
Richland Center to get that much money, and even just the
recognition alone, is kind of a big deal. It’s huge.”
Of course, there is arguably no bigger name in architecture
than Wright, who was born in Richland Center and went
on to design buildings around the world from his studios at
Taliesin in nearby Spring Green.
The same year he designed the A.D. German Warehouse,
Wright also sailed to Tokyo where he designed the Imperial Hotel. Two years earlier, in 1913, he designed Midway
Gardens, an indoor and outdoor entertainment center in the
Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago. Of those three buildings, only the warehouse in Richland Center remains and is
the only example from that decade “in which Wright used
sculptural ornamentation so extensively,” according to the
Frank Lloyd Wright Wisconsin Heritage Tourism Program.
The warehouse, built concurrently with the Imperial Hotel,
features tapered interior columns and is structurally sound. It
was constructed on the site of the former Badger Hotel and
is adjacent to a warehouse German built in 1912 that is also
owned by the conservancy.
German, who supplied area mercantiles with inventory, is
believed to have commissioned Wright to design the building after Wright owed thousands of dollars to German,
who budgeted $30,000 for the project but spent more than
$125,000. German lost the warehouse to bankruptcy in the
1920s, got it back in 1935 and lost it again a few years later
before leaving town. That led to a series of owners over the
years until Harvey Glanzer bought the building in the 1970s
and a few years later added a gift shop, tearoom and a 42-

seat theater on the first floor.
On the second floor, Glanzer displayed photographs, most
twice the size of a sheet of plywood, that were intended to
pay tribute to Wright. They included large-scale images of
Taliesin West, the Johnson Wax Administrative Building in
Racine, Fallingwater in Pennsylvania and other well-known
Wright-designed structures. The business was open for a
time and later, for a couple of years, only on June 8, Wright’s
birthday. Glanzer died in 2011, and his estate in September
sold the building for $90,000 to Glenn Schnadt, a retired
banker, who ultimately gave the building to the conservancy.
Glanzer’s photos and remnants of his gift shop remain.
“This is really a plum and something that should be restored,” said Mike Meadows, 84, who for nearly five decades
worked in and later owned his family’s furniture store in
Richland Center’s downtown. “I think people are more educated (about the building), and I think the timing is right.
We have a wonderful group of people (helping on the project) and from all walks of life, and this could bring people
here from around the world.”
One person drives from Chicago every other week to volunteer as a docent when the warehouse is open for public
tours. Kalish, 37, works at the county courthouse, where he
is deputy county clerk and an accounting supervisor. Kalish
grew up in Richland Center, and has an art history degree
from UW-Madison and an appreciation for architecture. He
traveled the country managing stores for retailer Abercrombie & Fitch but found his way back to his hometown, thinking he and his husband would stay for a only a few years.
“Our paths are determined for a reason, and there’s a reason
that my path has led me back to Richland Center,” Kalish
said. “If it’s this or other things I’m not sure, but this has consumed a large part of my time for the past couple of years,
so perhaps this is one of those reasons.”
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Boiler Room Annex
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Chicago’s Premier Fueling Solution
FOR STAND BY GENERATORS

When your building loses power, don’t rely on the mythical luck of crossed fingers and hope that the
lights turn back on… Bell Fuel’s “Fuel Assurance Program” gives operators of emergency generators
the benefit of guaranteed timely deliveries. If your facility were to lose power, you have certainty of
supply throughout the outage.
Our Fuel Assurance Program sets us apart as the industry leader in this time-sensitive business.
A 6 hour guaranteed delivery in an emergency and the additional benefit of Bell’s Premium D-2®
generator diesel fuel. As a proven and documented “Premium” fuel, Bell’s Premium D-2 ® is the most
qualified fuel to use in occasional use engines such as those powering stand-by generators.

We’ve put a century into our experience to help solve your fueling needs.
Call 800.244.0148 to schedule
a no cost fuel analysis!
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Trust Air Filter Engineers, backed by Filtration Group, to
perform a no-charge evaluation and recommend the most
cost-effective and energy-efficient filters for your building.
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